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JmHiBb+H2 bBKmHiBQM Q7 ri2` ~Qr i?`Qm;? H#Q`iQ`v@b+H2 MMQim#2
K2K#`M2b
Jii?2r EX "Q`;- .mM+M X GQ+F2`#v#- EQMbiMiBMQb _BiQb+- CbQM JX _22b2
a+?QQH Q7 1M;BM22`BM;- lMBp2`bBiv Q7 1/BM#m`;?- 1/BM#m`;? 1>N j6"- lE#a+?QQH Q7 1M;BM22`BM;- lMBp2`bBiv Q7 q`rB+F- *Qp2Mi`v *o9 dG- lE+.2T`iK2Mi Q7 J2+?MB+H  2`QbT+2 1M;BM22`BM;- lMBp2`bBiv Q7 ai`i?+Hv/2- :Hb;Qr :R RsC- lE
#bi`+i
qi2` Tm`B}+iBQM K2K#`M2b +QKT`BbBM; HB;M2/- /2Mb2 ``vb Q7 +`#QM MMQim#2b U*LhbV ?p2 #22M
BMp2biB;i2/ 7Q` KQ`2 i?M Ry v2`bX qi2` i`MbTQ`i kĜ8 Q`/2`b Q7 K;MBim/2 ;`2i2` i?M >;2M@SQBb2mBHH2
T`2/B+iBQMb ?b #22M Q#b2`p2/ BM *Lhb Q7 /BK2i2`b yX3 iQ Ry MK BM  bKHH MmK#2` Q7 2tT2`BK2MibX q?BH2
i?2 K2bm`2/ ~Qr `i2b BM /Bz2`2Mi 2tT2`BK2Mib bm#biMiBHHv /Bb;`22 rBi? 2+? Qi?2`- i?2`2 Bb  +H2`
QTTQ`imMBiv 7Q` i?2b2 K2K#`M2b iQ BKT+i }Hi`iBQM i2+?MQHQ;B2bX q2 T`QTQb2  KmHiBb+H2 +QKTmiiBQMH
~Qr K2i?Q/ i?i +QK#BM2b KQH2+mH` /vMKB+b UJ.V bBKmHiBQMb BM +`BiB+H HQ+iBQMb Q7 i?2 K2K#`M2 rBi?
 +QMiBMmmK ~Qr `2bBbiM+2 KQ/2HX h?Bb T`QpB/2b i?2 ~Qr `2bBbiM+2b BM  MMQim#2 K2K#`M2 +QM};m`iBQM
iQ 2M#H2- 7Q` i?2 }`bi iBK2- +QKTmiiBQMHHv@2{+B2Mi K+`Qb+QTB+ T`2/B+iBQMb Q7 ~Qrb i?`Qm;? H#Q`iQ`v@
b+H2 K2K#`M2bX h?2 KmHiBb+H2 bBKmHiBQM `2bmHib Q7 ri2` ~Qr i?`Qm;? *Lhb `2 HbQ mb2/ iQ +HB#`i2
i?2 >;2MĜSQBb2mBHH2Ĝq2Bbb#2`; 2[miBQM rBi? bHBTX h?Bb bim/v `2p2Hb i?i i?2 bHBT H2M;i?- /2MbBiv M/
pBb+QbBiv +M p`v rBi? *Lh /BK2i2` i bm#@k@MK /BK2i2`b- r?B+? rQmH/ Qi?2`rBb2 #2 +?HH2M;BM; iQ
+QKTmi2 mbBM; J. HQM2X S`2pBQmbHv Tm#HBb?2/ 2tT2`BK2MiH `2bmHib b?Qr 2Bi?2` +H2` ;`22K2Mi Q` +H2`
/Bb;`22K2Mi rBi? Qm` KmHiBb+H2 T`2/B+iBQMbc KQ`2 rQ`F Bb `2[mB`2/ iQ mM/2`biM/ i?Bb p`BM+2 7Q` bBKBH`
~Qr +b2bX
E2vrQ`/b, KmHiBb+H2- +`#QM MMQim#2b- ~Qr 2M?M+2K2Mi- KQH2+mH` /vMKB+b- MMQ~mB/B+b
RX AMi`Q/m+iBQM
JQ`2 i?M  /2+/2 ;Q- K2K#`M2b Q7 ?B;?Hv@
/2Mb2 ``vb Q7 HB;M2/ +`#QM MMQim#2b U*LhbV
r2`2 T`QTQb2/ 7Q` `2p2`b2 QbKQbBb ri2` Tm`B}+@
iBQM- BM T`i /m2 iQ i?2B` Q#b2`p2/ ?B;? T2`K2@
#BHBiv M/ i?2B` bKHH TQ`2 bBx2b 7Q` BQM@`2D2+iBQM
(R- k)X *Lhb rBi? /BK2i2`b D < 2 MK `2 #2@
HB2p2/ iQ #2 M``Qr 2MQm;? iQ `2D2+i i?2 KDQ`Biv
Q7 H`;2` bHi BQMb M/ Qi?2` +QMiKBMMib i?`Qm;?
bi2`B+ ?BM/`M+2- r?BH2 HHQrBM; ri2` KQH2+mH2b iQ
~Qr i?`Qm;? i mM2tT2+i2/Hv ?B;? `i2b (j)X hQ
Qm` FMQrH2/;2- QMHv irQ 2tT2`BK2Mib (9- 8) ?p2
`2+Q`/2/ i?2 ri2` i`MbTQ`i i?`Qm;? *Lhb rBi?
i?2b2 +`m+BH bm#@k@MK /BK2i2`b- Hi?Qm;? Qi?2`b
?p2 BMp2biB;i2/ H`;2` MMQim#2b rBi? /BK2i2`b
D 4 jĜRy MK (eĜRj)X h?2b2 2tT2`BK2MiH `2TQ`ib-
1KBH //`2bb, Kii?2rX#Q`;!2/X+XmF UJii?2r EX
"Q`;V
?Qr2p2`- /Bb;`22 QM i?2 ~Qr `i2- rBi?  bT`2/
Q7 bQK2 kĜ8 Q`/2`b Q7 K;MBim/2 Tm#HBb?2/ 7Q` p2`v
bBKBH` *Lh /BK2i2`b5
M 2z2+iBp2 KQ/2H 7Q` ~Qrb rBi?BM MMQim#2
K2K#`M2b rQmH/ #2  TQr2`7mH iQQH iQ T`QpB/2 MQi
Dmbi mb27mH b+B2MiB}+ BMbB;?i 7Q` i?2b2 2tT2`BK2Mib
#mi HbQ  `Qmi2 iQ 2tTHQ`BM;  H`;2` T`K2i@
`B+ bT+2 i?M Bb +m``2MiHv 72bB#H2 2tT2`BK2MiHHvX
>Qr2p2`- +QKTmiiBQMH KQ/2HHBM; Q7 i?2b2 ivT2b
Q7 ~mB/ /vMKB+b T`Q#H2Kb Bb +?HH2M;BM;X *QM@
iBMmmK ~mB/ KQ/2Hb- bm+? b i?2 MQ@bHBT >;2MĜ
SQBb2mBHH2 ~Qr 2[miBQM- /Q MQi ++m`i2Hv /2b+`B#2
i?2 ~Qr rBi?BM bm#@k@MK *Lhb /m2 iQ i?2 /QKB@
MM+2 Q7 MQM@+QMiBMmmK ~Qr T?2MQK2M- bm+? b
?B;? KQH2+mH` Q`/2`BM; BM i?2 `/BH /B`2+iBQM- BM@
pHB/ /2b+`BTiBQM Q7 i?2 HQ+H pBb+QbBiv- M/ H`;2 bHBT
i i?2 BMi2`MH bm`7+2bX
JQH2+mH` /vMKB+b UJ.V Bb TQbbB#Hv i?2
KQbi ++m`i2 K2i?Q/ 7Q` bBKmHiBM; i?2b2 MQM@
+QMiBMmmK ~Qrb BMbB/2 MMQim#2b (j- R9Ĝky)X .2@
S`2T`BMi bm#KBii2/ iQ CQm`MH Q7 J2K#`M2 a+B2M+2 m;mbi k3- kyR3
bTBi2 Bib BM?2`2Mi #BHBiv iQ +Tim`2 i?2 KQH2+mH`
T?vbB+b- i?2 KDQ` #``B2` iQ mbBM; J. iQ /2bB;M
7mim`2 MMQbi`m+im`2/ K2K#`M2b Bb i?2 BKK2Mb2
+QKTmiiBQMH 2tT2Mb2 r?2M KQ/2HHBM; MMQbi`m+@
im`2b- bm+? b MMQim#2b- rBi? /BK2MbBQMb ;`2i2`
i?M  72r ?mM/`2/ MMQK2i2`bX J2K#`M2b T`Q@
/m+2/ BM H#Q`iQ`B2b +M ?p2 MMQim#2 H2M;i?b L
7`QK  72r KB+`QK2i`2b (9- e- Ry- Rj) iQ  72r KBH@
HBK2i`2b (8- d)X 6mHH@/QKBM J. bBKmHiBQMb `2
+QKTmiiBQMHHv BMi`+i#H2 7Q` MMQim#2b Q7 i?Bb
H2M;i?X
h?2 >;2MĜSQBb2mBHH2 U>ĜSV ~Qr 2[miBQM rBi? 
LpB2` bHBT #QmM/`v +QM/BiBQM +QmH/ #2 TTHB2/ iQ
KQ/2H ~Qrb BM MMQim#2b rBi? /BK2i2`b /QrM iQ
 72r MMQK2i2`b- b HQM; b J. bBKmHiBQMb T`Q@
pB/2 2bb2MiBH +Q``2+iBQMb iQ i?2 >ĜS 2[miBQM (kR)X
_2+2MiHv- qHi?2` 2i HX (kk) mb2/ i?2 >ĜS 2[miBQM
rBi?  T`2bbm`2 +Q``2+iBQM i2`K T`QTQb2/ #v q2Bbb@
#2`; (kj) BM Q`/2` iQ ++QmMi 7Q` K2K#`M2 2M/
HQbb2bX q2 i2`K i?Bb ?2`2 i?2 ǳ>;2MĜSQBb2mBHH2Ĝ






pi(D!)4 (1 + 8Ls/D!)
, URV
r?2`2 ∆p Bb i?2 T`2bbm`2 /`QT +`Qbb i?2 K2K#`M2-
Q Bb i?2 pQHmK2i`B+ ~Qr `i2 i?`Qm;? QM2 *Lh-
D! = D −σCO Bb i?2 ?v/`Q/vMKB+ /BK2i2` Q7 i?2*Lh- D Bb i?2 *Lh /BK2i2` #b2/ QM i?2 +`@
#QM TQbBiBQMb- σCO Bb i?2 +`#QM@Qtv;2M +?`+i2`@BbiB+ BMi2`+iBQM /BbiM+2- L Bb i?2 MMQim#2 H2M;i?
UQ` 2[mBpH2MiHv i?2 K2K#`M2 i?B+FM2bb 7Q` K2K@
#`M2b Q7 HB;M2/ MMQim#2bV- Ls Bb i?2 bHBT H2M;i?-
µ Bb i?2 #mHF pBb+QbBiv- M/ C Bb  T`27+iQ` BM
q2Bbb#2`;Ƕb /2`BpiBQM (kj)- r?B+? ?b #22M b?QrM
i?2Q`2iB+HHv- 2tT2`BK2MiHHv M/ i?`Qm;? bBKmH@
iBQM UBM+Hm/BM; BM i?Bb T`2b2Mi rQ`FV iQ #2 +HQb2
iQ jXy 7Q` b?Q`i TBT2b Q` +B`+mH` Q`B}+2b (kkĜk9)X
1[miBQM URV Bb 7Q` B/2H K2K#`M2b UBX2X +QKT`Bb@
BM; T2`72+iHv bi`B;?i im#2b rBi? MQ /272+ibVc i?2
BMH2ifQmiH2i HQbb2b Q7  K2K#`M2 `2 i?2 }`bi i2`K
QM i?2 `B;?i ?M/ bB/2- M/ SQBb2mBHH2 bHBT ~Qr Bb
i?2 b2+QM/ i2`KX
qHi?2` 2i HX (kk) T2`7Q`K2/ p2`v +QKTmiiBQM@
HHv BMi2MbBp2 *Lh@}HHBM; J. bBKmHiBQMb Q7  k MK
/BK2i2` *Lh- M/ /2p2HQT2/  `2;`2bbBQM b+?2K2
7Q` 2[miBQM URV mbBM; M //BiBQMH uQmM;ĜGTH+2
T`2bbm`2 i2`K BM Q`/2` iQ /2i2`KBM2 i?2 }iiBM; T@
`K2i2`b C M/ LsX _BiQb 2i HX (k9) T2`7Q`K2/ bBKBH` `2;`2bbBQM T`Q+2/m`2 QM 2[miBQM URV- 7Q` i?2
bK2 MMQim#2 /BK2i2`- mbBM;  +QM+m``2Mi KmHiB@
b+H2 7`K2rQ`F BMbi2/X lM7Q`imMi2Hv- i?2b2 bBK@
mHiBQMb `2 biBHH 7` iQQ +QKTmiiBQMHHv 2tT2MbBp2
iQ #2+QK2 `QmiBM2- M/ BM Mv +b2 ?p2 H`;2 Mm@
K2`B+H mM+2`iBMiB2bX
AM i?Bb TT2` r2 T`QTQb2  KmHiBb+H2 ~Qr
K2i?Q/ i?i Bb  KQ`2 2{+B2Mi Hi2`MiBp2 iQ i?2
K2i?Q/b #Qp2- M/ r?B+? Bb HbQ 2ti2MbB#H2 iQ i?2
BKTQ`iMi bm#@k@MK /BK2i2` +`#QM MMQim#2bX
q2 /Q MQi +QMbB/2` MQM@B/2H K2K#`M2b UBX2X /2@
72+i2/- ?B;?Hv iQ`imQmb im#2bV- /m2 iQ i?2 #b2M+2 Q7
2tT2`BK2MiH /i- #mi Qm` K2i?Q/ +QmH/ #2 mb2/
7Q` i?2b2 K2K#`M2b iQQX
 KmHiBb+H2 K2i?Q/ +QmTH2b KQH2+mH` /vMK@
B+b rBi? K+`Qb+QTB+ ~Qr i?2Q`v BM Q`/2` iQ #HM+2
T?vbB+H ++m`+v rBi? +QKTmiiBQMH +Qbi (k8)X AM
i?Bb TT2` r2 bi`i #v /`7iBM;  KQ`2 ;2M2`H 7Q`K
Q7 i?2 >ĜSĜq 2[miBQM #b2/ bQH2Hv QM ~Qr `2@
bBbiM+2bc BM i?Bb 7Q`K i?2 KmHiBb+H2 K2i?Q/ +M
#2 TTHB2/ iQ Mv T`+iB+H K2K#`M2 +QM};m`@
iBQM UB/2H Q` MQM@B/2HVX q2 /2KQMbi`i2 i?Bb KmH@
iBb+H2 K2i?Q/ QM i?2 bBKTH2 +QM};m`iBQM +QMbB/@
2`2/ BM qHi?2` 2i HX (kk) M/ _BiQb 2i HX (k9), 
T2`72+i *Lh Q7 D 4 k MK rBi? 2Mi`M+2f2tBi HQbb2bX
h?Bb 2M#H2b mb iQ KF2 /B`2+i +QKT`BbQMb rBi?
T`2pBQmb +QKTmiiBQMH `2bmHib 7Q` pHB/iBQM Tm`@
TQb2b- M/ BM/B+i2b i?2 H`;2 +QKTmiiBQMH bp@
BM;b i?i +M #2 +?B2p2/ mbBM; i?Bb M2r K2i?Q/X
q2 i?2M BMp2biB;i2 *Lhb rBi? /BK2i2`b D 4
yX3 Ĝ 9 MK- 7Q` r?B+? 2tT2`BK2MiH `2bmHib 2tBbi- M/
mb2 i?2 `2bQHp2/ ~Qr `2bBbiM+2 iQ KQ/B7v i?2 >ĜSĜ
q 2[miBQM rBi? MQM@+QMiBMmmK i2`Kb 7Q` /2MbBiv-
pBb+QbBiv M/ bHBT H2M;i? b  7mM+iBQM Q7 /BK2@
i2`X h?Bb 2M#H2b mb iQ /2p2HQT BKT`Qp2/ KQ/2Hb
7Q` K2K#`M2 T2`K2#BHBiv M/ ~Qr 2M?M+2K2Mi
7Q` mb2 +`Qbb i?2 2MiB`2 `M;2 Q7 *Lh /BK2i2`b-
H2M;i?b- M/ T`2bbm`2 /`QTb- rBi?BM i?2 HBM2` ~Qr
`2bTQMb2 `2;BK2X
kX J2i?Q/QHQ;v
6B;m`2 RUV BHHmbi`i2b T`i Q7 M B/2HBb2/
H#Q`iQ`v@b+H2 HB;M2/ MMQim#2 ULhV K2K#`M2
Q7 i?B+FM2bb L- r?B+? +M ivTB+HHv +QMiBM n≈109
LhbX h?2 KQ/2HHBM; +?HH2M;2 Bb iQ T`2/B+i i?2
i?`Qm;?@K2K#`M2 Kbb ~Qr `i2 m˙M Q7 ri2` mM@/2` M TTHB2/ T`2bbm`2 /`QT ∆pX AM Qm` KmHiBb+H2
K2i?Q/ r2 KF2 i?2 bbmKTiBQMb i?i i?2 ~Qr
Q7 ri2` HQM; QM2 Lh Bb bi2/v@bii2- M/ Bb HQr
_2vMQH/b MmK#2`X lM/2` i?2b2 +QM/BiBQMb- KQ/@
2HHBM;  bBM;H2 `2T`2b2MiiBp2 Lh Q7 i?2 K2K#`M2
U6B;m`2 RU#VV Bb bm{+B2Mic K+`Qb+QTB+ ~Qr T`2/B+@
iBQMb QM i?2 b+H2 Q7 i?2 K2K#`M2 +M #2 K/2 #v








(a) laboratory scale 
membrane
(b) single nanotube
 (identify components) 
(c) flow resistances and 
spatial multiscaling














6B;m`2 R, a+?2KiB+ Q7 Qm` KmHiBb+H2 K2i?Q/ 7Q` KQ/2HHBM; ~Qrb i?`Qm;? H#Q`iQ`v@b+H2 }Hi`iBQM K2K#`M2b +QKT`BbBM;
HB;M2/ MMQim#2bX
6m`i?2`KQ`2- 7`QK i?2b2 bbmKTiBQMb i?2 bi`2K@
rBb2 ~Qr `2bTQMb2 rBi?BM M BM/BpB/mH Lh Q7 /B@
K2i2` D Bb HBF2Hv iQ #2 HBM2` UBX2X aiQF2b ~QrV M/
BM/2T2M/2Mi Q7 MQM@+QMiBMmmK ~Qr T`QT2`iB2b Q+@
+m``BM; BM i?2 `/BH /B`2+iBQMX h?2`27Q`2 i?2 ~Qr
+M #2 +?`+i2`Bb2/ mbBM; i?2 7QHHQrBM; HBM2` ~Qr
`2bBbiM+2 KQ/2H,
∆p = Km˙, UkV
r?2`2 K Bb i?2 ~Qr `2bBbiM+2 Q7 M `#Bi``v Lh
M/ m˙ Bb i?2 bi2/v@bii2 Kbb ~Qr `i2 i?`Qm;?
i?2 LhX AM Q`/2` iQ KF2 ++m`i2 T`2/B+iBQMb Q7
bi2/v ~Qrb BM ;2M2`H K2K#`M2 +QM};m`iBQMb-
i?2 KBM +?HH2M;2 Bb iQ /2i2`KBM2 K 7Q` HH MM@
Qim#2b rBi?BM i?2 K2K#`M2- M/ i?2`27Q`2 T`QpB/2
+HQbm`2 iQ 2[miBQM UkVX
h?2 ~Qr `2bBbiM+2 K Kv /2T2M/ QM  H`;2
MmK#2` Q7 T`K2i2`b- BM+Hm/BM;, MMQim#2 H2M;i?
L- /BK2i2` D- ~mB/ T`QT2`iB2b BMbB/2 i?2 Lh U2X;X
/2MbBiv- pBb+QbBiv- i2KT2`im`2V- Lh Ki2`BH- BM@
H2ifQmiH2i +QM};m`iBQM U;2QK2i`v- 2Mi`M+2f2tBi
7mM+iBQMHBbiBQMV- M/ Lh bi`m+im`2 UiT2`BM;- iQ`@
imQbBiv- /272+ibVX  7mHH KQH2+mH` /vMKB+b UJ.V
i`2iK2Mi Q7 bm+?  H`;2 `M;2 Q7 T`K2i2`b Bb
;2M2`HHv BMi`+i#H2- KBMHv /m2 iQ i?2 HQM; Lhb
M/ `2HiBp2Hv bKHH T`2bbm`2 /`QTb i?i `2 ivTB+H
BM }Hi`iBQMX
AM i?Bb TT2` r2 T`QTQb2 i`2iBM; i?2 ~Qr
i?`Qm;? i?2 Lh mbBM;  KmHiBb+H2 K2i?Q/- /2THQv@
BM; J. bBKmHiBQMb iQ `2bQHp2 QMHv bKHH- BKTQ`@
iMi 2H2K2Mib Q7 i?2 Lh- r?B+? `2 i?2M +QmTH2/
+`Qbb bT+2 BM Q`/2` iQ bQHp2 i?2 K+`Q 2[miBQM UkV
M/ /2i2`KBM2 KX Pm` KmHiBb+H2 TT`Q+? 7Q+mb2b
QM M BM/BpB/mH MMQim#2 U6B;m`2 RU#VV M/ /2@
+QKTQb2b i?2 +QKTmiiBQMH /QKBM BMiQ  MmK#2`
Q7 ǵ+QKTQM2MibǶ #b2/ QM b+H2 b2T`iBQM BM i?2B`
~Qr T?vbB+bX h?2 ~Qr BM ?B;?@bT2+i@`iBQ Lhb
Bb ?B;?Hv b+H2 b2T`i2/ #2+mb2 i?2 ~Qr T`QT2`@
iB2b Ubm+? b T`2bbm`2 M/ p2HQ+BivV QMHv p`v ;`/@
mHHv HQM; i?2 LhX 6#`B+i2/ K2K#`M2b Kv
HbQ ?p2 MQM b+H2 b2T`i2/ +QKTQM2Mib U2X;X 2M@
i`M+2f2tBi `2;BQMb- b?`T #2M/b- TBM+?2b- #HQ+F@
;2b- 2i+XV- r?B+? +QmH/ #2 `2;BQMb r?2`2 bB;MB}+Mi
pBb+Qmb HQbb2b Q++m`X aQ- 7Q` T`+iB+H K2K#`M2b-
i?2 `2bBbiM+2 ~Qr KQ/2H BM 2[miBQM UkV +M #2
`2r`Bii2M KQ`2 ;2M2`HHv iQ ++QmMi 7Q` Mv MmK@
#2` Q7 `2bBbiM+2@BM/m+BM; ~Qr +QKTQM2Mib T`2b2Mi
BM 2+? Lh,





r?2`2 Ki Bb i?2 ith +QKTQM2MiǶb ~Qr `2bBbiM+2- M/
c Bb i?2 iQiH MmK#2` Q7 `2bBbiMi +QKTQM2Mib BM M
`#Bi``v Lh BM i?2 K2K#`M2X
h?2 ~Qr `2bBbiM+2b Ki Q7 HH +QKTQM2Mib +M#2 `2bQHp2/ mbBM; J. bBKmHiBQMb- b HQM; b i?2
~mB/ T`QT2`iB2b M/ i?2 ~Qr i?`Qm;? HH +QKTQ@
M2Mib `2 T`QT2`Hv +QmTH2/ iQ;2i?2`X 6m`i?2`KQ`2-
i?2 J. b?QmH/ MQi #2 TTHB2/ Qp2` i?2 7mHH /QKBM
B7 i?2`2 `2 iQ #2 Mv +QKTmiiBQMH bpBM;bX 6HQrb
BM +QKTQM2Mib Q7 i?2 Lh i?i `2 MQi b+H2 b2T@
`i2/ b?QmH/ #2 KQ/2HH2/ BM i?2B` 2MiB`2iv mbBM;
bKHH J. bm#/QKBMb- rBi? TT`QT`Bi2 #QmM/`v
+QM/BiBQMbX 6Q` i?2 HQM; Lh +QKTQM2Mib- ?Qr2p2`-
Mv MQM@+QMiBMmmK 2z2+ib KBMHv Q++m` i`Mbp2`b2
iQ i?2 bi`2KrBb2 /B`2+iBQM M/ T2`bBbi HQM; i?2
7mHH H2M;i? Q7 i?2 LhX Ai Bb i?2`27Q`2 `2bQM#H2 iQ
KQ/2H i?2 ~Qr i?`Qm;?  HQM; Lh b2+iBQM mbBM; J.
7Q` bKHH T2`BQ/B+ bHB+2b Q7 i?2 Lh- +QMM2+i2/ iQ@
;2i?2` i?`Qm;? R. +QMiBMmBiv M/ KQK2MimK #H@
M+2bc i?Bb Bb i?2 BMi2`MH@~Qr KmHiBb+H2 K2i?Q/
UAJJV (ke- kd)X
q?BH2 Qm` K2i?Q/ Bb 7Q` ;2M2`H Lhb- 7Q` i?2 Tm`@
TQb2 Q7 T`QQ7@Q7@+QM+2Ti- M/ +QKT`BbQM rBi? 2t@
T2`BK2Mib- i?Bb TT2` 7Q+mb2b QM bBKmHiBM; B/2H
+`#QM MMQim#2 U*LhV K2K#`M2b, T`BbiBM2-
HB;M2/ *Lhb- rBi?  +QMbiMi /BK2i2` HQM; i?2
*Lh H2M;i?X 6Q` i?Bb bBKTH2 +b2- r2 /2+QKTQb2
i?2 *Lh BMiQ c = 3 +QKTQM2Mib,  T2`72+i HQM;
*Lh Ui`2i2/ mbBM; AJJV- M 2Mi`M+2 `2;BQM M/
M 2tBi `2;BQM- b ?B;?HB;?i2/ BM 6B;m`2 RU#VX h?2
iQiH ~Qr `2bBbiM+2 K Q7 QM2 *Lh Bb i?2`27Q`2 i?2
bmK Q7 i?2 i?`22 +QKTQM2Mi ~Qr `2bBbiM+2b- b r2
b?Qr b+?2KiB+HHv BM 6B;m`2 RU+VX 6Q` bBKTHB+Biv
UM/ +QKTmiiBQMH 2{+B2M+vV r2 mb2  bBM;H2 J.
ǳbm#/QKBM RǴ 7Q` i?2 +QK#BM2/ 2Mi`M+2f2tBi `2@
;BQMbX ǳam#/QKBM kǴ Bb 7Q` i?2 HQM; /2p2HQT2/@~Qr
*Lh `2;BQM- r?B+? Bb `2T`2b2Mi2/ #v  bKHH2` M/
+?2T2` T2`BQ/B+ J. bBKmHiBQMR Q7 H2M;i? L′- b
b?QrM BM 6B;m`2 RU/VX h?Bb 2M#H2b mb iQ bBKTHB7v
i?2 ~Qr `2bBbiM+2 KQ/2H BM 2[miBQM UjV iQ,
∆p = (K1 + K2)m˙ = (K1 + k
′
2L)m˙, U9V
r?2`2 K1 M/ K2 `2 i?2 ~Qr `2bBbiM+2b Q7 bm#@/QKBMb R M/ k- `2bT2+iBp2Hv- M/ k′
2
Bb i?2 ~Qr
`2bBbiM+2 T2` mMBi H2M;i? K2bm`2/ BM bm#/QKBM
kX
R6mHHv@/2p2HQT2/- HQr _2vMQH/b MmK#2`- BM+QKT`2bbB#H2
~Qr i?`Qm;?  mMB7Q`K +`Qbb@b2+iBQM MMQim#2 ?b  +QMbiMi
p2HQ+Biv M/  HBM2` T`2bbm`2 /`QT HQM; i?2 MMQim#2- bQ
i?2`2 Bb QMHv M22/ 7Q` QM2 bKHH J. bm#/QKBM iQ `2T`2b2Mi
i?2 7mHH *LhX
q2 T`QTQb2 M QTiBKH rv Q7 `mMMBM; i?2 J.
bBKmHiBQMb BM KmHiBb+H2 K2i?Q/bX h?2 +QM+m``2Mi
KmHiBb+H2 K2i?Q/ mb2/ BM _BiQb 2i HX (k9) Bi2`@
i2b U∼ d Bi2`iBQMbV #2ir22M KB+`QfK+`Q KQ/2Hb
mMiBH +QMp2`;2M+2c i?Bb Bb p2`v rbi27mH Q7 +QKTm@
iiBQMH `2bQm`+2- b /i i?i Bb ;2M2`i2/ 7`QK
p2`v bBKBH` J. bBKmHiBQMb Bb QMHv mb2/ QM+2 M/
i?2M /Bb+`/2/- /2bTBi2 p2`v bBKBH` ~Qr +QM};m`@
iBQMb M/ ~Qr `i2 K2bm`2K2Mib Q++m``BM; BM bm#@
b2[m2Mi Bi2`iBQMbX Mv T`K2i2` +?M;2 U2X;X 
+?M;2 BM *Lh H2M;i?V `2[mB`2b i?2 J. bBKmH@
iBQMb iQ #2 `2T2i2/ Qp2` ;BMX Ai Bb +H2` i?i
+QM+m``2Mi bBKmHiBQMb `2 iQQ `2HBMi QM J. bBK@
mHiBQMb M/ bQ HBKBi i?2 T`K2i`B+ bT+2 7Q` K
i?i +M #2 2tTHQ`2/X AMbi2/- #v 7Q`KmHiBM; i?2
KmHiBb+H2 T`Q#H2K mbBM; ~Qr `2bBbiM+2b- r2 +M
`mM QM2 KmHiBb+H2 bBKmHiBQM Q7  *Lh iQ /2i2`@
KBM2 i?2 KiǶb }`bi- M/ i?2b2 `2 i?2M bm{+B2Mi 7Q`bm#b2[m2Mi K+`Q T`2/B+iBQMb Q7 ~Qrb i?`Qm;? bBK@
BH` K2K#`M2b U2X;X rBi? HQM;2` Lhb- Q` /Bz2`2Mi
T`2bbm`2 /`QTbV mbBM; i?2 K+`Q 2[miBQM U9VX h?Bb
TT`Q+? Bb +HH2/  b2[m2MiBH KmHiBb+H2 K2i?Q/
(k3) #2+mb2 i?2 `2bQHp2/ KiǶb 7`QK i?2 KmHiBb+H2bBKmHiBQMb +M #2 `2@mb2/ 7Q` Mv Qi?2` bBKBH`
K2K#`M2 rBi? }t2/ D- rBi?Qmi `mMMBM; 7m`i?2`
J. bBKmHiBQMbX .ifBM7Q`KiBQM 7`QK  KQ/2H
i QM2 b+H2 722/b BMiQ T`K2i2`b Q7 MQi?2` KQ/2H
i  H`;2` b+H2X h?2`27Q`2 BM i?Bb BMbiM+2- r2 +M
HbQ mb2 i?2 ;2M2`i2/ /i iQ +Q``2+i i?2 >ĜSĜq
2[miBQM bQ i?i Bi BM+Q`TQ`i2b Mv MQM@+QMiBMmmK
2z2+ib Q++m``BM; `/BHHv +`Qbb i?2 im#2X
h?Bb KmHiBb+H2 TT`Q+? i?2`27Q`2 ?b i?2 #2M@
2}ib Q7 #2BM; #H2 iQ `2bQHp2 HQM;2`- +QKTH2t MM@
Qim#2b rBi? bKHH2` T`2bbm`2 ;`/B2Mib- i?2`2#v 2M@
#HBM; [mB+F2` T`K2i`B+ bim/B2b M/ KQ`2 +QKT`2@
?2MbBp2 +QKT`BbQM rBi? `2bmHib K2bm`2/ BM H#Q@
`iQ`v K2K#`M2bX
jX _2bmHib M/ /Bb+mbbBQM
q2 mb2 i?2 KmHiBb+H2 K2i?Q/ iQ bBKmHi2 ri2`
~Qr i?`Qm;? RR /Bz2`2Mi *Lhb rBi? im#2 /BK2@
i2`b BM i?2 `M;2 D 4 yX3RĜ9 MKX HH +b2 ;2QK2@
i`B2b- BMi2`KQH2+mH` TQi2MiBHb- BMTmi T`K2i2`b
M/ K2bm`2K2Mib `2 ;Bp2M BM i?2 TT2M/B+2bX
jXRX 6HQr i?`Qm;?  k MK /BK2i2` *Lh, p2`B}+@
iBQM M/ bT22/@mT i2bibX
hQ p2`B7v Qm` KmHiBb+H2 K2i?Q/- r2 BMp2biB;i2
 UR8-R8V *Lh Q7 /BK2i2` D = 2.034 MKX h?Bb Bb
i?2 bK2 +b2 Tm#HBb?2/ BM _BiQb 2i HX (k9)- r?Q
9
mb2/ /Bz2`2Mi bBKmHiBQM TT`Q+?2b- BM+Hm/BM; 7mHH
J. bBKmHiBQMb Q7 *Lh K2K#`M2b rBi? L `M;@
BM; 7`QK kX8 iQ R8y MK- M/ +QM+m``2Mi KmHiBb+H2
bBKmHiBQMb rBi? L `M;BM; 7`QK 8y MK iQ k µKX
h?2 `2bmHib BM i?Bb TT2` r2`2 HbQ p2`B}2/ mbBM;
i?2 /i Q7 qHi?2` 2i HX (kk)X
h?2 ~Qr `2bBbiM+2b Q#iBM2/ 7`QK Qm` KmHiBb+H2
bBKmHiBQM `2 K1 = 4.274(±0.20)× 1021 K−1 b−1 M/
k′
2
= 7.747(±0.42) × 1027 K−2 b−1X AM 6B;m`2 kUV
M/ U#V r2 THQi `2bmHib Q7 i?2 Kbb ~Qr `i2 M/
T`2bbm`2 /`QT- `2bT2+iBp2Hv ě BM i?2 irQ b2T`i2
bm#/QKBMb Q7 i?2 K2K#`M2 ě b i?2v p`v rBi?
K2K#`M2 i?B+FM2bbX LQi2- Bi Bb MQi Hrvb TQbbB#H2
iQ K2bm`2 i?2 irQ T`2bbm`2 HQbb2b UBX2X *Lh M/
2Mi`M+2f2tBiV b2T`i2Hv BM 7mHH J. bBKmHiBQMb-
2bT2+BHHv 7Q` *Lhb- bBM+2 i?2 ri2`@+`#QM 7`B+iBQM
Bb mbmHHv p2`v bKHH- H2/BM; iQ p2`v HQr T`2bbm`2
/`QTb HQM; i?2 im#2X >Qr2p2`- Q#iBMBM; T`2bbm`2
HQbb2b BM BM/BpB/mH 2H2K2Mib Q7 i?2 Lh K2K#`M2
bvbi2K Bb  Mim`H QmiTmi Q7 Qm` KmHiBb+H2 K2i?Q/
M/ M BKTQ`iMi /pMi;2X
h?2`2 `2 H`;2 +QKTmiiBQMH bpBM;b K/2 #v
i?2 M2r KmHiBb+H2 K2i?Q/X h?2 +QKTmiiBQMH
iBK2 iF2M 7Q` i?Bb i2bi +b2 mbBM; 93 T`Q+2bb2b QM
_*>1_k Bb `QmM/ k r22Fbc i?2 ;`2i2bi T`i Q7
i?Bb +QK2b 7`QK i?2 irQ J. bm#/QKBM +H+mH@
iBQMbX h?2 ~Qr #2?pBQm` 7Q` Mv L M/ Mv ∆p
+M- ?Qr2p2`- bm#b2[m2MiHv #2 T`2/B+i2/ 7`QK 1[X
U9V rBi?Qmi i?2 M22/ 7Q` Mv 7m`i?2` J. bBKmH@
iBQMbX 6Q` 7mHH J. M/ +QM+m``2Mi +H+mHiBQMb- i?2
+QKTmiiBQMH +Qbi BM+`2b2b rBi? BM+`2bBM; L UH@
i?Qm;? i /Bz2`2Mi `i2b (k9)V- M/ rBi? /2+`2bBM;
∆p U/m2 iQ i?2 BM+`2b2 BM i?2`KH MQBb2 `2[mB`@
BM; HQM;2` bKTHBM; iBK2VX Hi?Qm;? KFBM;  7B`
+QKT`BbQM QM K2i?Q/b Bb ?`/- B7 r2 b2H2+i  ivT@
B+H 2tT2`BK2Mi K2K#`M2 Q7 L 4 k µK- i?2 +QM@
+m``2Mi KmHiBb+H2 bBKmHiBQM Q7 _BiQb 2i HX (k9) 7Q`
i?Bb bBM;H2 /i TQBMi UBX2X }t2/ L- ∆pV BM 6B;m`2 k
Bb `Qm;?Hv 3 iBK2b KQ`2 iBK2@+QMbmKBM; i?M r?i
Qm` KmHiBb+H2 bBKmHiBQM T`Q/m+2b 7Q` Mv `M;2 Q7
L M/ ∆pX Pm` K2i?Q/ i?2`27Q`2 `2HBb2b  H`;2
bpBM; BM +QKTmiiBQMH `2bQm`+2X
jXkX LQM@+QMiBMmmK ~Qr #2?pBQm` BMbB/2 +`#QM
MMQim#2 K2K#`M2b
AM 6B;m`2 j r2 THQi i?2 ~Qr `2bBbiM+2b K1 M/
k′
2
T`2/B+i2/ 7`QK Qm` KmHiBb+H2 bBKmHiBQMb U`2/
k_*>1_ Bb i?2 lEǶb hB2` R bmT2`+QKTmi2`- +QMbBbiBM;
Q7  *`v s*jy K+?BM2 rBi? 9Nky +QKTmi2 MQ/2bX 1+?
MQ/2 ?b irQ kXd :>x- Rk@+Q`2 AMi2H s2QM 18@keNd pk *Slb


























CNT length, L (nm)
overall membrane pressure
Ritos et al. (2015) - CNT 
Ritos et al. (2015) - inlet/outlet
our multiscale results - CNT
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6B;m`2 k, qi2` ~Qr HQM;  k MK /BK2i2` *Lh b T`i
Q7  K2K#`M2 bvbi2K, UV T`2bbm`2 HQbb2b BM BM/BpB/mH
2Mi`M+2f2tBi M/ *Lh +QKTQM2Mib- THQii2/ ;BMbi *Lh
H2M;i?c U#V Kbb ~Qr `i2 THQii2/ ;BMbi *Lh H2M;i?X
*QKT`BbQMb #2ir22M i?2 M2r KmHiBb+H2 bBKmHiBQM `2@
bmHib U/b?2/ HBM2bV 7`QK 1[X U9V- M/ i?2 7mHH J. bBKmH@
iBQMb U2KTiv bvK#QHbV M/ +QM+m``2Mi KmHiBb+H2 bBKmHiBQMb
U}HH2/ bvK#QHbV Q7 _BiQb 2i HX (k9)X h?2 HB;?i ;`2v b?/2/
`2;BQM BM/B+i2b N8W +QM}/2M+2 BMi2`pHb Q7 Qm` KmHiBb+H2
`2bmHibX
8
+B`+H2bV 7Q` HH i?2 *Lh /BK2i2`b r2 ?p2 +QMbB/@
2`2/ Ub22 TT2M/Bt "VX h?Bb B/2H MMQim#2 +QM@
};m`iBQM Kv #2 2[mBpH2MiHv KQ/2HH2/ mbBM; i?2
>ĜSĜq 2[miBQM URV- bm#biBimiBM; Kbb ~Qr `i2
7Q` pQHmK2i`B+ ~Qr `i2- BX2X m˙ = ρ!Q- r?2`2 ρ! Bb
i?2 /2MbBiv BMbB/2 i?2 im#2 rBi? i?2 ?v/`Q/vMKB+
/BK2i2`X h?Bb Bb Qm` T`272``2/ 2tT`2bbBQM 7Q` i?2
>ĜSĜq 2[miBQM- bBM+2 /2MbBiv Kv p`v BM bm#@k@
MK *LhbX
h?2 }`bi i2`K QM i?2 `B;?i ?M/ bB/2 Q7 2[m@
iBQM URV Bb i?2 T`2bbm`2 HQbb /m2 iQ 2Mi`M+2f2tBi
2z2+ib Ur?B+? Bb `2bQHp2/ #v bm#/QKBM R BM Qm`
bBKmHiBQMbVX h?2 b2+QM/ i2`K Bb i?2 HQbb /m2 iQ
~Qr i?`Qm;?  im#2 Q7 H2M;i? L Ur?B+? Bb T`iHv `2@
bQHp2/ #v bm#/QKBM kVX *QKT`BM; 2[miBQM URV
rBi? Qm` KmHiBb+H2 KQ/2H- 2[miBQM U9V- r2 `2i`B2p2
+QMiBMmmK@HBF2 `2HiBQMb 7Q` i?2 ~Qr `2bBbiM+2b K1M/ k′
2
,

















hQ +QKT`2 i?Bb +QMiBMmmK 2[miBQM rBi? Qm`
KmHiBb+H2 `2bmHib- i?2 2[mBpH2Mi ~Qr `2bBbiM+2
i2`Kb BM i?2 irQ b[m`2 #`+F2ib QM i?2 `B;?i ?M/
bB/2 `2 THQii2/ BM 6B;m`2b jUV M/ U#V- `2bT2+@
iBp2Hv U#H+F bQHB/ HBM2bV- rBi? TT`QtBKiBQMb 7Q`
ρ!- µ- C M/ LsX h?2 +QMiBMmmK `2HiBQMb?BT 7Q`
K1 Bb THQii2/ BM 6B;m`2 jUV #v +?QQbBM; #mHF ~mB/T`QT2`iB2b 7Q` /2MbBiv ρ! = ρ = 1000 F;fK3- M/
pBb+QbBiv µ = 0.855× 10−3 S b- rBi? C = 3.0 Ur?B+?
Bb Q#iBM2/ 7`QK Qm` J. bBKmHiBQMbVX h?2 +QMiBM@
mmK `2HiBQMb?BT 7Q` k′
2
Bb THQii2/ mbBM;  bHBT H2M;i?
Ls = 61 MK Ur?B+? Bb i?i Q7 ri2` QM ;`T?2M2-7`QK  b2T`i2 J. bBKmHiBQMV- rBi? i?2 #mHF r@
i2` T`QT2`iB2b 7Q` /2MbBiv M/ pBb+QbBiv- b #27Q`2X
h?2 +QKT`BbQMb BM 6B;m`2 jUV M/ U#V /2KQM@
bi`i2 i?i MQM@+QMiBMmmK ~Qr #2?pBQm` rBi?BM
bQK2 *Lhb ;Q2b #2vQM/ Dmbi ~mB/ bHBTX 6B;m`2 jUV
b?Qrb  DmKT BM 2Mi`M+2f2tBi HQbb2b UK1V Qp2` bKHH `M;2 Q7 *Lh /BK2i2`b U0.95 < D < 1.5 MKV-
i?i Bb MQi KB``Q`2/ BM i?2 q2Bbb#2`; i2`KX b@
bmKBM; i?i q2Bbb#2`;Ƕb 2[miBQM Bb biBHH pHB/ i
i?Bb b+H2- i?2 +mb2 Q7 i?Bb /Bb+`2TM+v Bb  MQM@
+QMiBMmmK 2z2+i +mb2/ #v `2Q`/2`BM; Q7 i?2 r@
i2` KQH2+mH2b UBX2X  /2T2M/2M+v QM ρ! Q`fM/ µV
rBi?BM i?Bb /BK2i2` `M;2X hQ BMp2biB;i2 i?Bb 7m`@
i?2` r2 THQi i?2 `/Bmb@p2`;2/ /2MbBiv ρ! M/ pBb@
+QbBiv µ ;BMbi *Lh /BK2i2` BM 6B;m`2b 9UV M/
U#VX .2MbBiv Bb K2bm`2/ BM bm#/QKBM R Ub22 T@





























CNT diameter, D (nm)
multiscale (MD subdomain 2)
H-P term (bulk values, Ls = 61 nm)




























CNT diameter, D (nm)
multiscale (MD subdomain 1)
Weissberg term (bulk fluid values)
Weissberg term (fitted multiscale data)
6B;m`2 j, 6HQr `2bBbiM+2 `2bmHib 7`QK Qm` KmHiBb+H2 bBKm@
HiBQMb UbvK#QHbV 7Q` UV 2Mi`M+2f2tBi HQbb2b M/ U#V HQbb2b
BM i?2 *Lh QMHvX *QKT`BbQMb `2 K/2 rBi? +QMiBMmmK
~Qr i?2Q`v mbBM; #mHF ~mB/ T`QT2`iB2b UbQHB/ #H+F HBM2bV-
M/ KQ/2Hb 7Q` ~Qr `2bBbiM+2b mbBM; 2KTB`B+H 2[miBQMb 7Q`
pBb+QbBiv- /2MbBiv M/ bHBT H2M;i? }ii2/ 7`QK Qm` KmHiBb+H2
bBKmHiBQMb U#Hm2 /Qii2/ HBM2V- b r2 BM/B+i2 BM a2+iBQM jXjX
e
/m2 iQ KQH2+mH` `2Q`/2`BM; BM ?B;?@+QM}M2K2Mi Ub
r2 b?Qr b?Q`iHv BM 6B;m`2 8VX
q2 mb2 irQ BM/2T2M/2Mi TT`Q+?2b iQ +H+mHi2
µc BM i?2 }`bi- r2 `2``M;2 i?2 q2Bbb#2`; i2`K iQ
/2i2`KBM2 pBb+QbBiv b µ = K1ρ!(D!)3/8C- rBi? HHQi?2` i2`Kb FMQrM 7`QK Qm` KmHiBb+H2 `2bmHibX AM
i?2 b2+QM/ TT`Q+?- r2 `mM BM/2T2M/2Mi 2[mBHB#@
`BmK J. bBKmHiBQMb Q7 i?2 *Lh bm#/QKBMb UBX2X
MQ ~Qr +QM/BiBQMbV- M/ mb2 i?2 :`22MĜEm#Q `2H@
iBQMb?BT BM i?2 bi`2KrBb2 /B`2+iBQM iQ /2i2`KBM2
i?2 pBb+QbBiv- b /2b+`B#2/ BM _27X (R8)X .2bTBi2
/Bz2`2M+2b BM i?2 K2i?Q/b M/ ;2QK2i`B2b U/m2 iQ
i?2 /Bz2`2Mi bm#/QKBMb BM r?B+? pBb+QbBiv Bb K2@
bm`2/V Bi +M #2 Q#b2`p2/ BM 6B;m`2 9U#V i?i #Qi?
TT`Q+?2b b?Qr  bTBF2 BM i?2 ~mB/ pBb+QbBiv Qp2`
i?2 bK2 bKHH `M;2 Q7 *Lh /BK2i2`bX >2`2 i?2
pBb+QbBiv BM+`2b2b iQ HKQbi irB+2 i?2 #mHF pBb+Qb@
Biv pHm2X h?2 pBb+QbBiv `2HiBp2Hv BM+`2b2b KQ`2
i?M i?2 /2MbBiv /2+`2b2b rBi?BM 0.95 < D < 1.5
MK- b +M #2 b22M BM i?2 `2bmHiBM; FBM2KiB+ pBb@
+QbBiv Uν = µ/ρV BM 6B;m`2 9U+VX aQ Bi Bb M BM+`2b2
BM i?2 pBb+QbBiv- MQi  /`QT BM Qp2`HH /2MbBiv- i?i
Bb T`Q##Hv i?2 KBM `2bQM 7Q` i?2 BM+`2b2 BM ~Qr
`2bBbiM+2b i i?2 BMH2ibfQmiH2ib BM i?Bb *Lh /BK@
2i2` `M;2X
Ai Bb biBHH M QT2M [m2biBQM r?v i?2`2 Bb  /Bb@
+`2TM+v #2ir22M i?2 :`22MĜEm#Q K2bm`2K2Mib
Q7 pBb+QbBiv M/ i?2 K2i?Q/ r2 T`QTQb2 BM i?Bb T@
T2`X i KQH2+mH` b+H2b- i?2 /2}MBiBQMb Q7 /2MbBiv
M/ pBb+QbBiv #2+QK2 K#B;mQmb- #mi r2 HbQ MQi2
i?i :`22MĜEm#Q Kv #2 BMpHB/ UM/ MQBbvV r?2M
TTHB2/ BM  `2;BQM Q7 ?B;? KQH2+mH` Q`/2`BM;- b
Bi Bb /2`Bp2/ 7Q` ?QKQ;2M2Qmb bvbi2KbX AM 6B;m`2
9U#V- r2 +QKT`2 irQ //BiBQMH bim/B2b K2bm`BM;
pBb+QbBiv (R8- kR)- HQM;bB/2 Qm` `2bmHib mbBM; i?2
:`22MĜEm#Q `2HiBQMb?BTc i?2v HH T`2/B+i p2`v /B7@
72`2Mi #2?pBQm` BM i?2 pBb+QbBiv- r?B+? +QmH/ #2
+mb2/ #v i?2 /Bz2`2Mi ri2` KQ/2H- i?2 i?2`KQ@
bii- MQBb2 Q` TTHB+iBQM Q7 i?2 :`22MĜEm#Q 2[m@
iBQMX 6`QK ?2`2 QMr`/b BM i?Bb TT2` r2 mb2 i?2
pBb+QbBiv K2bm`2K2Mib i?i r2 BM72``2/ 7`QK Qm`
KmHiBb+H2 bBKmHiBQMbX h?2b2 `2 BM/B+i2/ #v i?2
`2/ +B`+H2b BM 6B;m`2 9U#VX
b /2MbBiv M/ pBb+QbBiv `2 /2T2M/2Mi T`QT2`@
iB2b- i?2 DmKT BM pBb+QbBiv bi2Kb 7`QK  HQ+H KQH2+@
mH` `2@Q`/2`BM; Q7 ri2` +mb2/ #v i?2 ?B;? +QM@
}M2K2Mi Q7 i?2 *LhX q2 /2KQMbi`i2 i?Bb BM i?2
bMTb?Qib M/ `/BH /2MbBiv K2bm`2K2Mib BM 6B;@
m`2 8X b HbQ Q#b2`p2/ #v h?QKb 2i HX (R9)-
7Q` bKHH2` *Lh /BK2i2`b- i?2`2 Bb  +?M;2 BM
i?2 +`Qbb@b2+iBQMH ``M;2K2Mi Q7 i?2 +QMbi`BM2/
ri2` KQH2+mH2b UBX2X 7`QK ?2t;QM- iQ T2Mi;QM-
/BKQM/- +B`+H2- M/ bBM;H2 }H2V- rBi? KQ`2 ri2`
KQH2+mH2b #2BM; 7Q`+2/ BMiQ i?2 ri2` b?2HH M2`2bi
i?2 *Lh bm`7+2 i bKHH /BK2i2`bX qi2` /2M@
bBiv +M `2+? 8 iBK2b i?2 #mHF ri2` pHm2 BM i?Bb
`M;2 Q7 bKHH /BK2i2`b- M/ i?Bb 2tTHBMb i?2 H`;2
DmKT BM pBb+QbBiv M/ i?2 T`2bbm`2b HQbb2bX h?2
2Mi`M+2 Q7 i?2 K2K#`M2 U`i?2` i?M i?2 2tBiV
KF2b i?2 H`;2bi +QMi`B#miBQM iQ HQbb2b b ri2`
KQH2+mH2b M22/ iQ #2 /`Bp2M 7`QK M BbQi`QTB+ #mHF
bii2 iQ  ?B;?Hv Q`/2`2/ bi`m+im`2 rBi?BM  p2`v
b?Q`i /2p2HQTK2Mi H2M;i? HQM; i?2 BMBiBH T`i Q7
i?2 MMQim#2 (Rd)X
6B;m`2 jU#V BM/B+i2b i?i i?2 ~Qr `2bBbiM+2b
Uk′
2
V BMbB/2 i?2 *Lh `2 Km+? HQr2` i?M >ĜS T`2@
/B+iBQMb rBi? bHBT 7Q` KQbi Q7 i?2 /BK2i2`b +QM@
bB/2`2/ UD ! 2 MKVX AM i?2 HBi2`im`2 i?2`2 `2
bQK2 J. `2bmHib b?QrBM; 2M?M+2/ ~Qr i bm#@k@
MK /BK2i2`b U2X;X b22 `2pB2r (kN)V- r?B+? ?b #22M
ii`B#mi2/ iQ i?2 +m`pim`2@BM/m+2/ bKQQi?2MBM; Q7
i?2 +`#QM@ri2` bm`7+2 2M2`;v HM/b+T2 b *Lh
/BK2i2`b /2+`2b2 (Re)X Pm` `2bmHib b?Qr p2`v bBKB@
H` i`2M/b `2~2+i2/ BM i?2 ~Qr `2bBbiM+2X ZmMiB7v@
BM; bHBT H2M;i?b Bb +?HH2M;BM; 7Q` bm#@k@MK *Lh /B@
K2i2`b #2+mb2 i?2 p2HQ+Biv T`Q}H2 7Q` bm+? ?B;?Hv@
+QM}M2/ ~Qrb Bb MQ HQM;2` T`#QHB+X >Qr2p2`- rBi?
i?2 p`BiBQM Q7 /2MbBiv M/ pBb+QbBiv rBi? /BK2i2`
/2b+`B#2/ #Qp2- r2 +M i?2M mb2 i?2 b2+QM/ i2`K
QM i?2 `B;?i ?M/ bB/2 Q7 2[miBQM U8V iQ BM72` i?2
bHBT H2M;i? Ls b Bi p`B2b rBi? *Lh /BK2i2`- b HHi?2 Qi?2` i2`Kb `2 T`QpB/2/ #v Qm` KmHiBb+H2 bBK@
mHiBQMb UBX2X k′
2
- ρ!- µVX h?2 `2bmHiMi bHBT H2M;i?b
`2 THQii2/ BM 6B;m`2 9U+V- r?B+? b?Qrb i?i bKHH2`
/BK2i2` im#2b ?p2  Km+? ?B;?2` bHBT H2M;i? i?M
*Lhb rBi? /BK2i2`b D > 2 MK- BM r?B+? i?2 bHBT
H2M;i? Bb TT`QtBKi2Hv +QMbiMiX
jXjX ǵLQM@+QMiBMmmKǶ SQBb2mBHH2 ~Qr
h?2 >ĜSĜq 2[miBQM URV Bb  bBKTH2 KQ/2H #mi
BM Bib +m``2Mi 7Q`K Bi Bb QMHv TTHB+#H2 r?2M D "
k MKX Ai rQmH/ #2 mb27mH iQ ?p2 M BKT`Qp2/ p2`@
bBQM Q7 2[miBQM URV i?i Bb bBKTH2 iQ mb2 #v 2tT2`B@
K2MiHBbib Q` K2K#`M2 2M;BM22`b- #mi BM+Q`TQ`i2b
MQM@+QMiBMmmK 2z2+ibX q2 T`QTQb2 ?2`2  b2i Q7
2KTB`B+H 2[miBQMb 7Q` i?2 MQM@+QMiBMmmK [mMiB@
iB2b /2MbBiv ρ!- pBb+QbBiv µ- M/ bHBT H2M;i? Ls BMi?2 >ĜSĜq 2[miBQM #v }iiBM; `2HiBQMb?BTb i?i
`2 7mM+iBQMb Q7 *Lh /BK2i2` iQ i?2 `2bmHib 7`QK
Qm` KmHiBb+H2 bBKmHiBQMbX h?2 7Q`K Q7 i?2b2 2K@
TB`B+H `2HiBQMb?BTb /Q MQi T`QpB/2 T?vbB+H BMbB;?i




























CNT diameter, D (nm)



























































































6B;m`2 9, o`BiBQMb Q7 ri2` UV /2MbBiv- U#V pBb+QbBiv- U+V FBM2KiB+ pBb+QbBiv- M/ U/V bHBT H2M;i? rBi? *Lh /BK2i2`- +H+mHi2/
7`QK Qm` KmHiBb+H2 `2bmHib U`2/ +B`+H2 bvK#QHbVX b  +?2+F QM pBb+QbBiv- r2 HbQ `mM 1J. bBKmHiBQMb Q7 i?2 *Lh +b2b M/ mb2
i?2 :`22MĜEm#Q `2HiBQMb?BT iQ 2ti`+i i?2 pBb+QbBiv U#H+F b[m`2 bvK#QHbV- M/ BM+Hm/2 `2bmHib 7`QK h?QKb 2i HX (R8) M/
amF M/ Hm`m (kR)X >Q`BxQMiH #H+F /Qii2/ HBM2b BM/B+i2 #mHF pHm2b- M/ #Hm2 /b?2/ HBM2b BM/B+i2 Qm` }ib iQ i?2 KmHiBb+H2
/i mbBM; 2[miBQMb UeV- UdV M/ U3VX
3
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
(f) (g) (h) (i) (j)
(6,6) CNT; D = 0.81 nm (7,7) CNT; D = 0.95 nm (8,8) CNT; D = 1.08 nm (11,5) CNT; D = 1.1 nm (9,9) CNT; D = 1.22 nm
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6B;m`2 8, _/BH /2MbBiv T`Q}H2b M/ J. +`Qbb@b2+iBQM bMTb?Qib Q7 i?2 +QM}M2/ ri2` KQH2+mH2b i BM+`2bBM; *Lh /BK2i2`bX
h?2 t2b ?p2 #22M MQ`KHBb2/ #v #mHF /2MbBiv ρ0 4 Ryyy F;fK3- M/ +`#QM@iQ@+`#QM `/Bmb D/2X
N
/2bB;M 2[miBQMX h?2 }iiBM; 7mM+iBQMb `2,














r?2`2 ρ0 = 1000 F;fK3 Bb i?2 #mHF ri2` /2MbBiv-
ρ1 = −9.89269 × 10
−17 F;fK Bb  }ii2/ +Q2{+B2Mi
iQ 2[miBQM UeV- µ0 = 0.855 × 10−3 S b Bb i?2 #mHFpBb+QbBiv- µ1 = 0.945 × 10−3 S b Bb  }ii2/ +Q2{@+B2Mi `2T`2b2MiBM; i?2 T2F Q7 i?2 :mbbBM BM 2[m@
iBQM UdV- x! = 0.781 × 10−9 K Bb i?2 HQ+iBQM Q7 i?2
T2F Q7 i?2 pBb+QbBiv `2HiBp2 iQ i?2 ?v/`Q/vMKB+
/BK2i2`- σ = 0.1 × 10−9 K Bb i?2 biM/`/ /2pB@
iBQM Q7 i?2 bT`2/ Q7 pBb+QbBiv- Ls,0 = 61 × 10−9K Bb i?2 bHBT H2M;i? Q7 ri2` Qp2` ;`T?Bi2- M/
Ls,1 = 2.11749 × 10
−52 K6 Bb  }ii2/ +Q2{+B2Mi iQ
2[miBQM U3VX
h?2b2 }ib `2 b?QrM #v i?2 #Hm2 /b?2/ HBM2b BM
6B;m`2b 9UV- U#V- U+V M/ U/V- M/ `2 mb2/ BM 2[m@
iBQM U8V iQ +H+mHi2 i?2 ~Qr `2bBbiM+2b b?QrM b
#Hm2 /b?2/ HBM2b BM 6B;m`2b jUV M/ U#VX LQi2
i?i i?2b2 2[miBQMb `2 MQi TTHB+#H2 7Q` Qi?2`
MMQim#2 K2K#`M2 Ki2`BHbc i?2b2 rQmH/ `2[mB`2
 7`2b? `QmM/ Q7 KmHiBb+H2 bBKmHiBQMb M/ /i
}iiBM;X
jX9X G#Q`iQ`v@b+H2 K2K#`M2 ~Qr T`2/B+iBQMb
AM Tm#HB+iBQMb Q7 2tT2`BK2MiH ~Qr K2bm`2@
K2Mib i?`Qm;? *Lh K2K#`M2b i?2`2 `2 +m``2MiHv
irQ T`K2i2`b i?i `2 mb2/ 7Q` +QKT`BbQM #2@
ir22M 2tT2`BK2Mib, V i?2 K2K#`M2 T2`K2#BH@
Biv κ- r?B+? Bb mb2/ iQ bb2bb K2K#`M2 ~Qr T2`@
7Q`KM+2- M/ #V i?2 MMQim#2 ~Qr 2M?M+2K2Mi
7+iQ` E- r?B+? /2b+`B#2b i?2 /2;`22 Q7 /2T`im`2
7`QK +HbbB+H +QMiBMmmK ?v/`Q/vMKB+b rBi?BM QM2
MMQim#2X E Bb 2[mH iQ i?2 `iBQ Q7 i?2 Q#b2`p2/
~Qr `i2 BM QM2 MMQim#2 iQ i?2 +H+mHi2/ MQ@bHBT







lbBM; i?2 >ĜSĜq 2[miBQM URV BM i2`Kb Q7 Kbb
~Qr `i2- r2 +M /2`Bp2 M2r 7Q`KmH2 7Q` #Qi? i?2






























r?2`2 m˙M Bb i?2 7mHH K2K#`M2 Kbb ~Qr `i2- AM Bbi?2 +iBp2 K2K#`M2 `2 M/ φ = npi(D!)2/4AM Bbi?2 TQ`QbBiv UbbmKBM; HH n im#2b BM  K2K#`M2
`2 Q7 +QMbiMi /BK2i2`VX LQi2 i?i i2`Kb µ- LsM/ ρ! BM i?2b2 2[miBQMb b?QmH/ #2 +H+mHi2/ mbBM;
2[miBQMb UeV@U3VX
b i?2 T2`K2#BHBiv Bb /2T2M/2Mi QM i?`22 T@
`K2i2`b UTQ`QbBiv- /BK2i2`- M/ H2M;i?V- BM h#H2
R r2 +QKT`2 Qm` T`2/B+iBQMb mbBM; 2[miBQM URyV
rBi?  b2H2+iBQM Q7 2tT2`BK2MiH `2bmHibX h?2 ;2M@
2`H Q#b2`piBQM Bb i?i Qm` T`2/B+iBQMb ;`22 rBi?
i?2 2tT2`BK2Mib Q7 >QHi 2i HX (9)- EBK 2i HX (Ry)
M/ "mB 2i HX (Rj) iQ rBi?BM QM2 Q`/2` Q7 K;MBim/2-
#mi /Q MQi ;`22 p2`v r2HH rBi? i?2 Qi?2` 2tT2`B@
K2MibX h?2 `2bmHib ;Bp2 M BM/B+iBQM- ?Qr2p2`- Q7
i?2 BKT`Qp2K2Mi i?i Kv #2 TQbbB#H2 Qp2` +m``2Mi
+QKK2`+BH `2p2`b2 QbKQbBb K2K#`M2b- r?B+? `2@
TQ`i pHm2b Q7 κ ≈ R UGi`fK2@?@#`VX Pm` /272+i@7`22
*Lh K2K#`M2 T`2/B+iBQMb BM/B+i2 i?2`2 +QmH/ #2
∼RĜk Q`/2`b Q7 K;MBim/2 BM+`2b2 BM T2`K2#BHBivX
>QHi 2i HX (9) HbQ T`QpB/2 i?2 /Bbi`B#miBQM Q7
*Lh /BK2i2`b BM i?2B` K2K#`M2b- r?B+? 2M#H2b
mb iQ +H+mHi2  #2ii2` 2biBKi2 Q7 T2`K2#BHBivX
>Qr2p2`- Qm` T`2/B+iBQMb /Bz2` #v QMHv kĜjW 7`QK
T2`K2#BHBiv +H+mHiBQMb i?i mb2 QMHv i?2 K2M
/BK2i2` BM 2[miBQM URyVX *`2 M22/b iQ #2 iF2M
r?2M +QKT`BM; K2K#`M2b rBi? bKHH /BK2i2`b
M/ H`;2 biM/`/ /2pBiBQM- b i?2 2``Q` BM i?2
T2`K2#BHBiv +M #2 p2`v b2MbBiBp2X 6Q` 2tKTH2-
 K2K#`M2 rBi? j MK K2M MMQim#2 /BK2i2`
rBi?  ±R MK biM/`/ /2pBiBQM ;Bp2b M 2``Q` Q7
∼jW BM i?2 T2`K2#BHBiv- r?B+? `Bb2b iQ ∼RyW B7 i?2
biM/`/ /2pBiBQM Bb ±k MKX
AMbT2+iBQM Q7 2[miBQM URRV `2p2Hb i?i i?2 ~Qr
2M?M+2K2Mi 7Q` B/2HBb2/ *Lh K2K#`M2b /2@
T2M/b QM Dmbi irQ T`K2i2`b, i?2 *Lh /BK2i2`
D M/ H2M;i? LX AM 6B;m`2b eUV@U7V r2 +QKT`2
Qm` T`2/B+iBQMb UbQHB/ #Hm2 HBM2bV mbBM; 2[miBQM URRV
rBi? 2tT2`BK2MiH `2bmHib UbvK#QHbV 7Q` E p`vBM;
rBi? LX 1p2`v T`2/B+iBQM Bb 7Q`  }t2/ *Lh /BK@
2i2` D- b BM/B+i2/ #v i?2 ``Qrb M/ pHm2b BMb2i
BM 2+? };m`2X 6Q` +H`Biv- r2 /Bbi`B#mi2 i?2 `2bmHib
+`Qbb bBt };m`2b- 7`QK D 4 yX3R MK BM 6B;m`2 eUV
iQ D 4 Ry MK BM 6B;m`2 eU7VX
h?2 p`BiBQM Q7 i?2 ~Qr 2M?M+2K2Mi E rBi? BM@
+`2bBM; L Bb bBKBH` 7Q` HH *Lh /BK2i2`bX q?2M
i?2 *Lhb BM i?2 K2K#`M2 `2 b?Q`i- i?2 HQbb2b
Ry
h#H2 R, J2K#`M2 T2`K2#BHBiB2b κ 7`QK  b2H2+iBQM Q7 2tT2`BK2Mib BM i?2 HBi2`im`2- rBi? Qm` T`2/B+iBQMb pB 2[miBQM URyVc
i?2 /i Bb Q`;MBb2/ BM b+2M/BM; Q`/2` Q7 *Lh /BK2i2`X
1tT2`BK2Mi 1[X URyV
D L φ κ κ
_272`2M+2 UMKV UµKV U@V UGi`fK2@?@#`V UGi`fK2@?@#`V
>QHi 2i HX UkyyeV (9) RXj Ĝ kXy k Ĝ j yXyyj Ĝ yXyy3 dy Ĝ kdy Rk Ĝ ej
EBK 2i HX UkyR9V (Ry) jXj ± yXd R8 Ĝ jy yXyy3 Ĝ yXyk RN Ĝ 83 9 Ĝ jR
"mB 2i HX UkyReV (Rj) jXj kj yXy9 Rd Ĝ e8 j9
"2F 2i HX UkyR9V (N) 9X3 ± yXN kyy yXyye Ĝ yXyR RRyy Ĝ kN3j yXd Ĝ RXd
JDmK/2` 2i HX Ukyy8V (e) d j9 Ĝ Rke yXyyyj Ĝ yXyyR j93 Ĝ eye yX9 Ĝ RXj
JDmK/2` 2i HX UkyRRV (3) d j9 Ĝ Rke yXyyyj Ĝ yXyyR jjy Ĝ 8N9 yX9 ĜRXj
.m 2i HX UkyRRV (d) Ry 9yyy yXyR3 kyNk yXj






























































(Exp.) Kim et al. (2014)
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(Exp.) Majumder et. al (2005)
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(Exp.) Du et. al (2011)



































6B;m`2 e, o`BiBQM Q7 i?2 ~Qr 2M?M+2K2Mi E rBi? *Lh H2M;i? L- 7Q` p`BQmb *Lh /BK2i2`b b MQi2/X *QKT`BbQMb `2
#2ir22M Tm#HBb?2/ 2tT2`BK2MiH `2bmHib- b MQi2/- M/ i?2 2[mBpH2Mi +QM};m`iBQM KQ/2HH2/ #v 2[miBQM- 1[X URRV- r?B+? rb
+HB#`i2/ 7`QK Qm` KmHiBb+H2 /iX h?2 /Qii2/ #H+F HBM2 i E = 1 BM/B+i2b ǵMQ ~Qr 2M?M+2K2MiǶX
RR
i i?2 2Mi`M+2f2tBi /QKBMi2- bQ i?2`2 Bb MQ ~Qr
2M?M+2K2MiX 6Q` HQM;2` MMQim#2b- i?2 2z2+i Q7
HQr2` ~Qr `2bBbiM+2 BMbB/2 i?2 *Lh K2Mb i?i i?2
Q#b2`p2/ ~Qr `i2 /Q2b MQi /2+`2b2 b `TB/Hv b
2tT2+i2/ #v MQ@bHBT >ĜS i?2Q`v- M/ bQ E BM+`2b2b
bi2/BHv- M/ i?2 2Mi`M+2f2tBi 2z2+ib `2 biBHH BK@
TQ`iMiX i H`;2 L- i?2 HQbb2b BM i?2 MMQim#2 Bib2H7
#2+QK2 /QKBMMi- r?BH2 i?2 BMH2i M/ QmiH2i HQbb2b
#2+QK2 `2HiBp2Hv M2;HB;B#H2- bQ E H2p2Hb Qz M/ #2@
+QK2b  +QMbiMiX h?2 ?Q`BxQMiH /b?2/ #Hm2 HBM2b
BM 2+? };m`2 BM/B+i2 i?2 KtBKmK ~Qr 2M?M+2@
K2Mib i?i +M #2 +?B2p2/ 7Q` i?2 ;Bp2M *Lh /B@
K2i2`bX h?Bb #2?pBQm` +M HbQ #2 [mHBiiBp2Hv
mM/2`biQQ/ i?`Qm;? i?2 irQ +QKT2iBM; i2`Kb QM
i?2 `B;?i Q7 2[miBQM URRVX h?2 H2M;i? Q7 MMQim#2
i r?B+? BMH2ifQmiH2i HQbb2b +M #2 M2;H2+i2/ Bb ;Bp2M
#v L ≈ piDC(1+8Ls/D)/(16×0.01)- r?B+? Bb KQ/B}2/7`QK (kj)X
6B;m`2b eUV M/ U#V BM+Hm/2 i?2 irQ 2tT2`BK2M@
iH `2bmHib 7Q` ~Qrb BM bm#@k@MK /BK2i2` *Lhb
i?i `2 BKTQ`iMi 7Q` `2p2`b2 QbKQbBb K2K#`M2bX
6B;m`2 eUV b?Qrb i?2 `2bmHib Q7 ZBM 2i HX (8) 7Q`
ri2` ~Qr i?`Qm;? BM/BpB/mH *Lhb rBi? D `M;@
BM; 7`QK yX3R iQ RX8N MK- HH Q7 H2M;i? L 4 R KKX
Pm` T`2/B+iBQMb BM/B+i2 i?i R KK HQM; *Lhb `2
BM i?2 +QMbiMi@E `2;BQM- #mi Qm` `2bmHib /Q MQi
;`22 rBi? i?2b2 2tT2`BK2Mib #v TT`QtBKi2Hv RĜk
Q`/2`b Q7 K;MBim/2X 6B;m`2 eU#V b?Qrb i?2 2tT2`@
BK2MiH `2bmHib Q7 >QHi 2i HX (9) 7Q` ~Qrb i?`Qm;? 
K2K#`M2 Q7 HB;M2/ *Lhb rBi?  /Bbi`B#miBQM Q7
/BK2i2`b- #mi rBi? M p2`;2 D 4 RXe MKX q2
MQi2 i?i i?2`2 Bb  /Bz2`2M+2 Q7 RĜk Q`/2`b Q7 K;@
MBim/2 BM i?2 Q#b2`p2/ ~Qr `i2 #2ir22M >QHiǶb M/
ZBMǶb `2bmHib 7Q` i?2 bK2 *Lh /BK2i2`- D 4 RXe
MKX Pm` `2bmHib ;`22 rBi? >QHi 2i HXǶb (9) 2tT2`B@
K2Mib iQ rBi?BM QM2 Q`/2` Q7 K;MBim/2X
AM 6B;m`2 eU+V r2 b?Qr i?2 `2bmHib Q7 irQ 2tT2`@
BK2Mib rBi? D 4 jXj MK 7`QK "mB 2i HX (Rj) M/
EBK 2i HX (Ry)c i?2`2 Bb p2`v ;QQ/ ;`22K2Mi rBi?
Qm` T`2/B+iBQMb- M/ #2ir22M i?2 irQ 2tT2`BK2MibX
6BMHHv- 6B;m`2b eU/V@U7V b?Qr 2tT2`BK2MiH `2bmHib
(eĜN- jy) 7Q` *Lh /BK2i2`b D 4 9X3 MK- d MK M/
Ry MK- `2bT2+iBp2HvX 6Q` 2+? Q7 i?2b2 H#Q`iQ`v
K2K#`M2b- r2 T`2/B+i Km+? bKHH2` ~Qr 2M?M+2@
K2Mib ě #v TT`QtBKi2Hv j Q`/2`b Q7 K;MBim/2X
b KQbi 2tT2`BK2Mib BMp2biB;i2 *Lhb i?i `2
HQM; 2MQm;? iQ #2 QT2`iBM; i i?2B` KtBKmK ~Qr
2M?M+2K2Mib- E Bb /2T2M/2Mi QMHv QM D 7Q` i?2b2
+b2bX 6B;m`2 d b?Qrb Qm` KmHiBb+H2 `2bmHib 7Q` E
UbQHB/ #Hm2 +B`+H2bV- M/ T`2/B+iBQMb mbBM; 2[miBQM
URRV U/b?2/ #Hm2 HBM2V i H`;2 L- HQM;bB/2 Qi?2`
J. `2bmHib Q7 ~Qrb i?`Qm;? T2`BQ/B+ *Lhb- M/ 2t@
T2`BK2MiH `2bmHibX q2 /BpB/2 i?2 };m`2 BMiQ i?`22
`2;BK2b, _2;BK2 A UMQi b?QrM BM i?2 };m`2V r?2`2
MQ@bHBT ~Qr 2[miBQMb +M #2 mb2/ UD " R µKV-
_2;BK2 AA r?2`2 }t2/ bHBT@~Qr +M #2 mb2/- M/
_2;BK2 AAA UD ! k MKV r?2`2 /BK2i2`@/2T2M/2Mi
bHBTT;2 Kmbi #2 ++QmMi2/ 7Q`X h?2`2 Bb  ;QQ/
;`22K2Mi #2ir22M Qm` `2bmHib M/ i?2 J. bBKm@
HiBQMb Q7 h?QKb 2i HX (R9- R8)- b r2HH b i?2 2t@
T2`BK2Mib Q7 >QHi 2i HX (9)- "mB 2i HX (Rj) M/ EBK
2i HX (Ry)X q2 HbQ b22 ;QQ/ [mHBiiBp2 ;`22K2Mi
rBi? i?2 2tT2`BK2Mib Q7 ZBM 2i HX (8) M/ JiiB
2i HX (jR)c /Bb+`2TM+B2b BM i?2b2 +b2b +QmH/ #2 /m2
iQ i?2 ;`T?BiB+ Q` BKT2`72+i Mim`2 Q7 i?2 im#2b
+mbBM;  /`QT BM i?2 bHBT H2M;i?- M/  bm#b2[m2Mi
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 1  10  100
6B;m`2 d, .2T2M/2M+2 Q7 i?2 ~Qr 2M?M+2K2Mi E 7Q` HQM;
*Lhb QM /BK2i2` DX *QKT`BbQMb #2ir22M Qm` KmHiBb+H2
`2bmHib UbQHB/ #Hm2 +B`+H2bV- Qm` +HB#`i2/ >ĜSĜq 2[miBQM
U#Hm2 /b?2/ HBM2V- 1[X URRV- Qi?2` 7mHH J. bBKmHiBQMb- M/
~Qr 2tT2`BK2MibX 6Q` `2;BK2b H#2HH2/ AA M/ AAA- b22 KBM
i2tiX
h?2`2 Bb ?Qr2p2`- p2`v TQQ` ;`22K2Mi #2ir22M
i?2b2 `2bmHib M/ i?2 2tT2`BK2Mib Q7 "2F 2i HX (N)-
JDmK/2` 2i HX (e- 3)- .m 2i HX (d) M/ w?M; 2i
HX (jy)- b b22M #v i?2 +QHH2+iBQM Q7 /i TQBMib BM
i?2 iQT T`i Q7 6B;m`2 dX Ai Bb mM+H2` r?v bm+?
/Bz2`2M+2b 2tBbi #2ir22M i?2 p`BQmb 2tT2`BK2MiH
`2bmHib- M/ 7m`i?2` BMp2biB;iBQM Bb M22/2/X
Rk
9X *QM+HmbBQMb
q2 ?p2 T`QTQb2/  +QKTmiiBQMHHv 2{+B2Mi
KmHiBb+H2 K2i?Q/ i?i mb2b `2T`2b2MiiBp2 J.
bBKmHiBQMb iQ T`QpB/2 BMTmi iQ  K+`Qb+QTB+ ~Qr
`2bBbiM+2 KQ/2HX h?Bb ?b 2M#H2/ mb iQ KF2- 7Q`
i?2 }`bi iBK2-  rB/2 `M;2 Q7 T`2/B+iBQMb Q7 r@
i2` i`MbTQ`i BM H#Q`iQ`v@b+H2 K2K#`M2b +QK@
T`BbBM; +`#QM MMQim#2b- r?B+? rQmH/ Qi?2`rBb2
#2 iQQ +QKTmiiBQMHHv 2tT2MbBp2 iQ T2`7Q`K mbBM;
7mHH J. bBKmHiBQMbX h?2 KmHiBb+H2 /i r2 ;2M2`@
i2/ rb i?2M mb2/ iQ +Q``2+i i?2 >;2MĜSQBb2mBHH2
2[miBQM rBi? q2Bbb#2`; 2Mi`M+2f2tBi HQbb2b M/
bHBT #v +HB#`iBM; i?2 pBb+QbBiv- /2MbBiv M/ bHBT
H2M;i? i2`KbX 6`QK i?Bb MHvbBb- Qm` `2+QKK2M/@
iBQMb 7Q` 2{+B2Mi K2K#`M2b BM i2`Kb Q7 ~Qr T2`@
7Q`KM+2 `2 iQ BKT`Qp2 i?2 BMH2i bi`m+im`2 M/ ;2@
QK2i`v iQ `2/m+2 BMH2ifQmiH2i HQbb2b- M/ iQ KF2
i?2 *Lhb b?Q`i2`X
Pm` BKT`Qp2/ >ĜSĜq /2b+`BTiBQM rb i?2M +QK@
T`2/ rBi?  `M;2 Q7 2tT2`BK2MiH /i rBi?Qmi
i?2 M22/ 7Q` //BiBQMH +QKTmiiBQMH bBKmHiBQMbX
AM Qm` +QKT`BbQMb Q7 T2`K2#BHBiv M/ ~Qr 2M@
?M+2K2Mi- 2tT2`BK2Mib 72HH BMiQ irQ +H2` ivT2bc
i?Qb2 i?i ;`22 `2bQM#Hv r2HH rBi? Qm` T`2/B+@
iBQMb- M/ i?Qb2 i?i /Q MQiX JQ`2 BMp2biB;iBp2
rQ`F M22/b iQ #2 +``B2/ Qmi 7`QK #Qi? KQH2+mH`
bBKmHiBQM M/ 2tT2`BK2MiH pB2rTQBMib BM Q`/2` iQ
`2bQHp2 r?v i?Bb Bb i?2 +b2X
q?BH2 i?2 >ĜSĜq 2[miBQM ?b Bib HBKBiiBQMb
U2X;X Bi Bb MQi TTHB+#H2 iQ MQM@B/2H +QM};m`@
iBQMbV- i?2 KmHiBb+H2 K2i?Q/ i?i r2 T`QTQb2/ BM
i?Bb TT2` +M #2 mb2/ iQ KQ/2H +QKTH2t K2K#`M2
+QM};m`iBQMb r?2`2 i?2 +QMp2MiBQMH >ĜSĜq T@
T`Q+? Bb MQ HQM;2` bm{+B2MiX h?Bb +M ?2HT B/2MiB7v
i?2 b2H2+iBpBiv Q` }Hi`iBQM +T#BHBiv- MHvb2 i?2
BKT+i Q7 /272+ib- M/ ?2HT BMp2biB;i2 M2r Ki2@
`BH MMQim#2b i?i `2 2K2`;BM; 7`QK H#Q`iQ`B2bX
+FMQrH2/;2K2Mib
h?2 mi?Q`b i?MF aM;BH EBK Q7 i?2 lMBp2`bBiv
Q7 AHHBMQBb- 6`M+2b+Q 6Q`MbB2`Q Q7 i?2 Gr`2M+2
GBp2`KQ`2 LiBQMH G#Q`iQ`v- M/ .pB/2 Ji@
iB Q7 "i? lMBp2`bBiv 7Q` T`QpB/BM; i?2B` *Lh
2tT2`BK2MiH /iX 6mM/BM;, h?Bb rQ`F Bb bmT@
TQ`i2/ BM i?2 lE #v i?2 1M;BM22`BM; M/ S?vbB+H
a+B2M+2b _2b2`+? *QmM+BH U1Sa_*V mM/2` ;`Mib
1SfLyReeykfR M/ 1Sf_yyd9j3fRX CJ_ Bb bmT@
TQ`i2/ #v i?2 _QvH +/2Kv Q7 1M;BM22`BM; mM@
/2` i?2 *?B` BM 1K2`;BM; h2+?MQHQ;B2b b+?2K2X
HH KQH2+mH` /vMKB+b bBKmHiBQMb r2`2 `mM QM
_*>1_- i?2 lEǶb MiBQMH bmT2`+QKTmiBM; b2`@
pB+2 UrrrX`+?2`X+XmFVX amTTQ`iBM; /i `2
pBH#H2 QT2M ++2bb i, .PA HBMF iQ #2 BM+Hm/2/
?2`2 i T`QQ7b bi;2X
TT2M/Bt X JQH2+mH` /vMKB+b bm#/QKBMb
HH Qm` KQH2+mH` /vMKB+b UJ.V bBKmHiBQMb
`2 T2`7Q`K2/ mbBM; i?2 K/6QKY bQ7ir`2 (jk)-
r?B+? Bb  ?B;?Hv T`HH2HBb2/ bQHp2` BKTH2K2Mi2/
#v i?2 mi?Q`b rBi?BM i?2 QT2M bQm`+2 7`K2rQ`F
PT2M6PJX qi2` KQH2+mH2b `2 KQ/2HH2/ mbBM;
i?2 `B;B/ hAS9Sfkyy8 KQ/2H (jj)- r?B+? +QMbBbib
Q7 7Qm` bBi2b, QM2 Qtv;2M bBi2 P UMQ +?`;2V- irQ
?v/`Q;2M bBi2b > UyX88e9 eV- M/ QM2 KbbH2bb bBi2
J U@RXRRk3 eVX AMi2`+iBQMb #2ir22M +?`;2/ bBi2b
mb2 i?2 b?B7i2/ M/ i`mM+i2/ *QmHQK# TQi2MiBH
rBi?  +mi@Qz Q7 R MKX h?2 G2MM`/@CQM2b UG@CV
TQi2MiBH Bb TTHB2/ iQ Qtv;2M@Qtv;2M BMi2`+iBQMb
mbBM; i?2 7QHHQrBM; T`K2i2`b, σO−O = 0.31589MK M/ (O−O = 1.28675 × 10−21 C- M/ HbQ #2@ir22M Qtv;2M@+`#QM iQKb rBi? T`K2i2`b +HB@
#`i2/ 7`QK 2tT2`BK2Mib Q7 b2bbBH2 ri2` /`QTH2ib
QM ;`T?Bi2 (j9- j8)- ;BpBM;, σO−C = 0.319 MK M/
(O−C = 7.09302 × 10
−22 CX HH ri2` KQH2+mH2b `2
`B;B/- M/ i?2 2[miBQMb Q7 KQiBQM `2 BMi2;`i2/
mbBM; i?2 p2HQ+Biv o2`H2i H;Q`Bi?K rBi?  iBK2 bi2T
∆t = 2 7bc r2 mb2 >KBHiQMǶb [mi2`MBQMb iQ /2b+`B#2
KQH2+mH` `QiiBQMbX
HH J. +b2b Q7 bm#/QKBM R Ub22 6B;m`2 XRUVV
`2 T2`BQ/B+ BM HH i?`22 /B`2+iBQMb- rBi? i?2 7QHHQr@
BM; /BK2MbBQMb, x = 28.7 MK- y = 10.6 MK- z = 10.3
MKX h?2 7Q`+BM; `2;BQM iQ /`Bp2 i?2 ~Qr Bb ∆X1 4kX8k MK- M/ i?2 H2M;i? Q7 i?2 +`#QM MMQim#2 Bb
2 × δ 4 ky MK- r?2`2 δ Bb i?2 TT`QtBKi2/ ~Qr
/2p2HQTK2Mi H2M;i? +H+mHi2/ 7`QK +HbbB+H ~mB/
/vMKB+bX HH +b2b Q7 bm#/QKBM k Ub22 6B;m`2
XRU#VV `2 T2`BQ/B+ BM i?2 x@/B`2+iBQM- rBi? /BK2M@
bBQMb L′ BM/B+i2/ BM h#H2 "XjX
TT2M/Bt XRX am#/QKBM R
hQ 2M#H2 TT`QT`Bi2 +QMb2`piBQM Q7 Kbb #2@
ir22M J. bm#/QKBMb- i?2 `2b2`pQB` bm#/QKBM R
bBKmHiBQM M22/b iQ `mM }`bi BM Q`/2` iQ /2i2`KBM2
i?2 bi2/v@bii2 Kbb /2MbBiv BMbB/2 i?2 *LhX h?2
bvbi2K Bb BMBiBHBb2/ #v +`2iBM; i?2 +`#QM iQKb Q7
#Qi? i?2 *Lh M/ i?2 ;`T?2M2 b?22ib rBi? ?QH2b
i?i +i b i?2 K2K#`M2 bm`7+2b- r?BH2 i?2 ri2`
KQH2+mH2b `2 BMBiBHBb2/ BM i?2 `2b2`pQB`b M/ BMbB/2








(a) Subdomain 1 
(b) Subdomain 2
6B;m`2 XR, JQH2+mH` /vMKB+b b2imT 7Q`  `2T`2b2MiiBp2
*Lh Q7 /BK2i2` D4k MK, UV am#/QKBM R KQ/2Hb i?2
BMH2ifQmiH2i T`ib Q7 i?2 K2K#`M2- M/ U#V am#/QKBM k
KQ/2Hb i?2 HQM; *Lh Q7 H2M;i? L #v  b?Q`i2` 2H2K2Mi Q7
H2M;i? L′X .Qii2/ HBM2b i i?2 2/;2b Q7 i?2 /QKBM BM/B+i2
T2`BQ/B+ #QmM/`v +QM/BiBQMbX
KQH2+mH2b HQ+i2/ BM  bKHH 7Q`+BM; `2;BQM i i?2








r?2`2 ρn Bb i?2 MmK#2` /2MbBiv BM i?2 7Q`+BM; xQM2-M/ ∆X1 Bb i?2 x@/B`2+iBQM H2M;i? Q7 i?2 7Q`+BM; xQM2X p2HQ+Biv@mM#Bb2/ "2`2M/b2M i?2`KQbii i i2K@
T2`im`2 T = 298 E Bb TTHB2/ iQ i?2 mTbi`2K M/
/QrMbi`2K `2b2`pQB` `2;BQMb BM e #BMb BM i?2 x@
/B`2+iBQMc MQ i?2`KQbii Bb TTHB2/ rBi?BM i?2 *LhX
PM+2 i?2 J. bvbi2K `2+?2b  bi2/v@bii2 BM i?2
Kbb ~Qr `i2- i?2 bBKmHiBQM Bb i?2M `mM ;BM BM
Q`/2` iQ b2i i?2 #bQHmi2 T`2bbm`2 BM i?2 mTbi`2K
`2b2`pQB`X h?Bb Bb +?B2p2/ mbBM; i?2 6.1 H;Q@
`Bi?K (je)- r?B+? BMb2`ibf/2H2i2b KQH2+mH2b ;`/@
mHHv iQ `2+? i?2 i`;2i /2MbBiv BM i?2 mTbi`2K
`2b2`pQB` Q7 Rydk F;fK3- +Q``2bTQM/BM; iQ i?2 i`@
;2i #bQHmi2 T`2bbm`2 Q7 kyy JSX PM+2 i?2 bvbi2K
T`2bbm`2 Bb `2+?2/- i?2 /2MbBiv +QMi`QH T`Q+2/m`2 Bb
im`M2/ Qz M/ i?2 bvbi2K Bb i?2M `mM QM2 Hbi iBK2
BM Q`/2` iQ K2bm`2 #Qi? i?2 bi2/v@bii2 Kbb ~Qr
`i2 〈m˙1〉 i  +2Mi`H +`Qbb@b2+iBQM THM2 i?`Qm;?i?2 *Lh- M/ i?2 p2`;2 Kbb /2MbBiv 〈ρ1〉 BM i?2KB//H2 *Lh `2;BQM Ub22 6B;m`2 XRUVVX h?2 Hii2`
Bb `2[mB`2/ b M BMBiBH +QM/BiBQM 7Q` bm#/QKBM k
Ub22 #2HQrV- bBM+2 ri2` +QM}M2/ BMbB/2 bm#@k@MK
*Lhb MQ HQM;2` ?b  #mHF@HBF2 /2MbBiv (jd)X
6Q`  *Lh /BK2i2` D- r2 2pHmi2 K1 b i?2;`/B2Mi Q7 i?2 p`BiBQM Q7 T`2bbm`2 /`QT ∆p1 rBi?





TT2M/Bt XkX am#/QKBM k
h?2 +2Mi`H *Lh bm#/QKBM k bBKmHiBQM Bb `mM
M2tiX q2 BMBiBHBb2 i?2 bvbi2K #v +`2iBM; i?2 +`@
#QM iQKb BM i?2 *Lh 2H2K2Mi Q7 H2M;i? L′ rBi?
i?2 bK2 /BK2i2` b BM bm#/QKBM RX q2 +?QQb2
b H`;2 L′ b T`+iB+H BM Q`/2` iQ BKT`Qp2 i?2 bBKm@
HiBQM biiBbiB+bX h?2M r2 }HH i?2 bvbi2K rBi? ri2`
KQH2+mH2b iQ Ki+? i?2 /2MbBiv K2bm`2/ BM bm#/Q@
KBM R- BX2X 〈ρ1〉c i?Bb 2Mbm`2b i?2 irQ bm#/QKBMb`2 +QmTH2/ BM i2`Kb Q7 ri2` /2MbBiv BMbB/2 i?2
*LhX  T`2bbm`2 ;`/B2Mi Bb i?2M BKTQb2/ QM i?2











Bb i?2 T`2bbm`2 /`QT Qp2` i?2 *Lh 2H2@
K2Mi Q7 H2M;i? L′ M/ ρ!n = N/A!L′ Bb i?2 MmK#2`/2MbBiv BM i?2 *Lh- rBi? i?2 +`Qbb@b2+iBQMH `2
A! = pi(D!)2/4 i?i 2t+Hm/2b  TQ`iBQM Q7 i?2 ;T
#2ir22M i?2 +`#QM M/ ri2` KQH2+mH2b (kk- k9)X AM
i?Bb TT2` r2 bbmK2 i?2 ?v/`Q/vMKB+ /BK2i2`
iQ #2 D! = D − σOC- r?2`2 D Bb i?2 *Lh /BK2i2`U+`#QM@iQ@+`#QM /BbiM+2V M/ σOC 4 yXjRN MK Bbi?2 Qtv;2MĜ+`#QM +?`+i2`BbiB+ H2M;i? b+H2 BM i?2
G2MM`/@CQM2b KQ/2HX aBKBH` iQ #27Q`2- r2 +?QQb2
M TT`QT`Bi2 pHm2 Q7 ∆p′
2
i?i Bb rBi?BM i?2 HBM@
2` ~Qr `2bTQMb2 `M;2- #mi H`;2 2MQm;? iQ T`Q@
/m+2 ;QQ/ biiBbiB+bX  p2HQ+Biv@mM#Bb2/ "2`2M/@
b2M i?2`KQbii i i2KT2`im`2 T = 298 E Bb HbQ
TTHB2/ iQ i?2 2MiB`2 bvbi2KX
PM+2 i?2 bvbi2K `2+?2b  bi2/v@bii2- i?2 ~Qr










TT2M/Bt "X J2bm`2/ ~Qr `2bBbiM+2b
h#H2b "Xk M/ "Xj HBbi i?2 K2bm`2K2Mib iF2M
7`QK Qm` KmHiBb+H2 bBKmHiBQMb Q7 *Lh K2K#`M2b
rBi? /Bz2`2Mi MMQim#2 /BK2i2`bX
R9
h#H2 "Xk, am#/QKBM R, UK-MV `2 i?2 *Lh +?B`H BM/B+2b- F1 Bb i?2 TTHB2/ 7Q`+2 M/ ρn Bb i?2 K2bm`2/ MmK#2` /2MbBiv BMi?2 7Q`+BM; `2;BQM- mb2/ BM 2[miBQM UXRVc 〈m˙1〉 Bb i?2 K2bm`2/ Kbb ~Qr `i2- M/ K1 Bb i?2 +H+mHi2/ ~Qr `2bBbiM+2 7`QK2[miBQM UXkVX oHm2b BM #`+F2ib BM i?2 Hbi irQ +QHmKMb BM/B+i2 k×a1- r?2`2 a1 Bb i?2 biM/`/ 2``Q` Q7 i?2 K2MX
D UK-MV F1 ρn 〈m˙1〉 K1
UMKV URy−12 LV URy28 K−3V URy−15 F;fbV URy21 K−1 b−1V
yX3R Ue-eV kXkN jX9d yXd8 U± yXkeV keeXjk U± Ry9XNRV
yXN8 Ud-dV kXkN jX9d RX39 U± yX3yV Ry3XeR U± 99kXNyV
RXy3 U3-3V kXkN jX9e RX3y U± yXe9V RRRXke U± 98XN9V
RXRR URR-8V kXkN jX98 kX8R U± yXeeV dNXjk U± kkX83V
RXkk UN-NV kXkN jX9e 9XNy U± yXdNV 9yX38 U± eXdeV
RXje URy-RyV kXkN jX9d 3XNe U± RXydV kkXj9 U± kXdyV
RX9N URR-RRV kXkN jX9d R9Xyj U± RXjkV R9Xke U± RXj8V
RX83 UR8-3V kXkN jX9N R3Xyd U± RX39V RRXR8 U± RXR8V
kXyj UR8-R8V kXkN jX9d 9eX39 U± kXR3V 9Xkd U± yXkyV
kXN3 Ukk-kkV kXkN jX9d R3kX93 U± jXkdV RXRy U± yXykV
9Xyd Ujy-jyV kXkN jX8y 8yNXNk U± 9X3RV yX9y U± yXyyV
h#H2 "Xj, am#/QKBM k, L′ Bb i?2 bm#/QKBM *Lh H2M;i?- ρ!n Bb i?2 MmK#2` /2MbBiv K2bm`2/ BM i?2 +2Mi`H *Lh BM bm#/QKBMR M/ NW Bb i?2 MmK#2` Q7 ri2` KQH2+mH2b BM 2+? +b2c F2 Bb i?2 7Q`+BM; TTHB2/ iQ i?2 J. bBKmHiBQMb 7`QK 2[miBQM UXjVc
〈m˙2〉 Bb i?2 K2bm`2/ Kbb ~Qr `i2- M/ k′2 Bb i?2 +H+mHi2/ ~Qr `2bBbiM+2 7`QK 2[miBQM UX9VX oHm2b BM #`+F2ib BM i?2 HbiirQ +QHmKMb BM/B+i2 k×a1- r?2`2 a1 Bb i?2 biM/`/ 2``Q` Q7 i?2 K2MX
D L′ ρ!n NW F2 〈m˙2〉 k
′
2
UMKV UMKV URy28 K−3V UOV URy−15 LV URy−15 F;fbV URy27 K−2 b−1V
yX3R jR8XjR kXyj Rkjy jX9k NX9e U± yX89V dX8e U± yXj3V
yXN8 jR8XjR kXkN kk8e jX9k kX8k U± yXkyV jkX8e U± kX9eV
RXy3 R8dXe8 jXyR kR3N jX9k RyXje U± yX88V RyXy8 U± yX9NV
RXRR R8dXe8 jXRy k9y9 jX9k 9X3k U± yX8NV kRXje U± kXy3V
RXkk R8dXe8 kXd3 kdNj jX9k eXRy U± yX8RV R8X9y U± RXRdV
RXje R8dXe8 kXN8 jNjj jX9k eX8y U± yXe9V ReXke U± RX99V
RX9N R8dXe8 kXN8 8yRe kXy8 9XRj U± yX3yV R9Xe8 U± kXN8V
RX83 R8dXe8 jXyj eyyj jX9k dXRe U± yXdRV R9X9N U± RX9eV
kXyj jRX93 jXRe kkNN RyXke 9RX3d U± kXk3V dXd8 U± yX9kV
kXN3 jRX93 jXkN 8deN jX9k 9jX3j U± NXyjV kX8e U± yX88V
9Xyd R8Xd9 jXj3 83e8 jX9k N3XRN U± RdXjNV RXR3 U± yXkkV
R8
(R) .X JiiB- uX :Q;QibB- _2pB2r, biiB+ M/ /vMKB+ #2@
?pBQ` Q7 HB[mB/b BMbB/2 +`#QM MMQim#2b- JB+`Q~mB/B+b
M/ LMQ~mB/B+b 8 UjV Ukyy3V k3NĜjy8X
(k) EX SX G22- hX *X `MQi- .X JiiB-  `2pB2r Q7 `2@
p2`b2 QbKQbBb K2K#`M2 Ki2`BHb 7Q` /2bHBMiBQMě
/2p2HQTK2Mi iQ /i2 M/ 7mim`2 TQi2MiBH- CQm`MH Q7
J2K#`M2 a+B2M+2 jdy URĜkV UkyRRV R Ĝ kkX
(j) JX h?QKb- "X *Q``v-  +QKTmiiBQMH bb2bbK2Mi Q7
i?2 T2`K2#BHBiv M/ bHi `2D2+iBQM Q7 +`#QM MMQim#2
K2K#`M2b M/ i?2B` TTHB+iBQM iQ ri2` /2bHBMiBQM-
S?BHQbQT?B+H h`Mb+iBQMb Q7 i?2 _QvH aQ+B2iv Q7 GQM@
/QM , Ji?2KiB+H- S?vbB+H M/ 1M;BM22`BM; a+B@
2M+2b jd9 UkyReV kyR8yykyX
(9) CX EX >QHi- >X :X S`F- uX qM;- JX ai/2`KMM- X "X
`ivmF?BM- *X SX :`B;Q`QTQmHQb- X LQv- PX "FDBM-
6bi Kbb i`MbTQ`i i?`Qm;? bm#@k@MMQK2i2` +`#QM
MMQim#2b- a+B2M+2 UlaV jRk U8ddeV UkyyeV Ryj9ĜRyjdX
(8) sX ZBM- ZX umM- uX w?Q- aX sB2- wX GBm- J2bm`2@
K2Mi Q7 i?2 `i2 Q7 ri2` i`MbHQ+iBQM i?`Qm;? +`#QM
MMQim#2b- LMQ G2ii2`b RR U8V UkyRRV kRdjĜkRddX
(e) JX JDmK/2`- LX *?QT`- _X M/`2rb- "X CX >BM/b-
LMQb+H2 ?v/`Q/vMKB+b, 1M?M+2/ ~Qr BM +`#QM
MMQim#2b- Lim`2 9j3 Ukyy8V 99X
(d) 6X .m- GX Zm- wX sB- GX 62M;- GX .B- J2K#`M2b Q7
p2`iB+HHv HB;M2/ bmT2`HQM; +`#QM MMQim#2b- GM;@
KmB` kd URjV UkyRRV 39jdĜ399jX
(3) JX JDmK/2`- LX *?QT`- "X CX >BM/b- Jbb i`MbTQ`i
i?`Qm;? +`#QM MMQim#2 K2K#`M2b BM i?`22 /Bz2`2Mi
`2;BK2b, AQMB+ /BzmbBQM M/ ;b M/ HB[mB/ ~Qr- *a
LMQ 8 U8V UkyRRV j3edĜj3ddX
(N) uX "2F- *X EBK- .X a2Q- hX EBK- CX aX G22- uX >X EBK-
EX >X ?M- aX aX "2- aX *X G22- CX GBK- EX G22- CX uQQM-
>B;? T2`7Q`KM+2 M/ MiB7QmHBM; p2`iB+HHv HB;M2/ +`@
#QM MMQim#2 K2K#`M2 7Q` ri2` Tm`B}+iBQM- CQm`MH
Q7 J2K#`M2 a+B2M+2 9ey UkyR9V RdR Ĝ RddX
(Ry) aX EBK- 6X 6Q`MbB2`Q- >X :X S`F- CX "X AM- 1X J2b?Qi-
:X :B`H/Q- JX ai/2`KMM- JX 6B`2KM- CX a?M-
*X SX :`B;Q`QTQmHQb- PX "FDBM- 6#`B+iBQM Q7 ~2tB@
#H2- HB;M2/ +`#QM MMQim#2fTQHvK2` +QKTQbBi2 K2K@
#`M2b #v BM@bBim TQHvK2`BxiBQM- CQm`MH Q7 J2K#`M2
a+B2M+2 9ey UkyR9V NR Ĝ N3X
(RR) "X G22- uX "2F- JX G22- .X >X C2QM;- >X >X G22-
CX uQQM- uX >X EBK-  +`#QM MMQim#2 rHH K2K@
#`M2 7Q` ri2` i`2iK2Mi- Lim`2 *QKKmMB+iBQMb e
UkyR8V dRyNX
(Rk) EX G22- >X S`F- h?2 KQbi /2MbB}2/ p2`iB+HHv@HB;M2/
+`#QM MMQim#2 K2K#`M2b M/ i?2B` MQ`KHBx2/ r@
i2` T2`K2#BHBiv M/ ?B;? T`2bbm`2 /m`#BHBiv- CQm`MH
Q7 J2K#`M2 a+B2M+2 8yR UkyReV R99ĜR8RX
(Rj) LX "mB- 1X _X J2b?Qi- aX EBK- CX S2Ƣ- SX qX :B#bQM-
EX CX qm- 6X 6Q`MbB2`Q- lHi`#`2i?#H2 M/ T`Qi2+@
iBp2 K2K#`M2b rBi? bm#@8 MK +`#QM MMQim#2 TQ`2b-
/pM+2/ Ji2`BHb k3 Uk3V UkyReV 83dRĜ83ddX
(R9) CX X h?QKb- X CX >X J+:m;?2v- qi2` ~Qr BM +`@
#QM MMQim#2b, h`MbBiBQM iQ bm#+QMiBMmmK i`MbTQ`i-
S?vbB+H _2pB2r G2ii2`b Ryk UkyyNV R398ykX
(R8) CX X h?QKb- X CX >X J+:m;?2v- _2bb2bbBM; 7bi
ri2` i`MbTQ`i i?`Qm;? +`#QM MMQim#2b- LMQ G2i@
i2`b 3 UNV Ukyy3V kd33ĜkdNjX
(Re) EX 6HF- 6X a2/HK2B2`- GX CQHv- _X _X L2ix- GX "Q+@
[m2i- JQH2+mH` Q`B;BM Q7 7bi ri2` i`MbTQ`i BM +`#QM
MMQim#2 K2K#`M2b, amT2`Hm#`B+Biv p2`bmb +m`pim`2
/2T2M/2Mi 7`B+iBQM- LMQ G2ii2`b Ry UkyRyV 9yedĜ9ydjX
(Rd) qX .X LB+?QHHb- JX EX "Q`;- .X X GQ+F2`#v- CX JX
_22b2- qi2` i`MbTQ`i i?`Qm;? Ud-dV +`#QM MMQim#2b
Q7 /Bz2`2Mi H2M;i?b mbBM; KQH2+mH` /vMKB+b- JB+`Q~m@
B/B+b M/ LMQ~mB/B+b Rk UR@9V UkyRkV k8dĜke9X
(R3) qX .X LB+?QHHb- JX EX "Q`;- .X X GQ+F2`#v- CX JX
_22b2- qi2` i`MbTQ`i i?`Qm;? +`#QM MMQim#2b rBi?
/272+ib- JQH2+mH` aBKmHiBQM j3 URyV UkyRkV d3RĜd38X
(RN) EX _BiQb- .X JiiB- 6X *H#`ǁ- CX JX _22b2- 6HQr
2M?M+2K2Mi BM MMQim#2b Q7 /Bz2`2Mi Ki2`BHb M/
H2M;i?b- h?2 CQm`MH Q7 *?2KB+H S?vbB+b R9y UkyR9V
yR9dykX
(ky) EX _BiQb- JX EX "Q`;- LX CX JQii`K- CX JX _22b2-
1H2+i`B+ }2H/b +M +QMi`QH i?2 i`MbTQ`i Q7 ri2` BM +`@
#QM MMQim#2b- S?BHQbQT?B+H h`Mb+iBQMb Q7 i?2 _QvH
aQ+B2iv Q7 GQM/QM , Ji?2KiB+H- S?vbB+H M/ 1M@
;BM22`BM; a+B2M+2b jd9 UkyReV kyR8yyk8X
(kR) JX 1X amF- LX _X Hm`m- JQ/2HBM; ri2` ~Qr i?`Qm;?
+`#QM MMQim#2 K2K#`M2b rBi? 2Mi`M+2f2tBi 2z2+ib-
LMQb+H2 M/ JB+`Qb+H2 h?2`KQT?vbB+H 1M;BM22`BM;
kR U9V UkyRdV k9dĜkekX
(kk) CX >X qHi?2`- EX _BiQb- 1X _X *`mx@*?m- *X JX
J2;`B/Bb- SX EQmKQmibFQb- "``B2`b iQ bmT2`7bi r@
i2` i`MbTQ`i BM +`#QM MMQim#2 K2K#`M2b- LMQ
G2ii2`b Rj U8V UkyRjV RNRyĜRNR9X
(kj) >X GX q2Bbb#2`;- 1M/ +Q``2+iBQM 7Q` bHQr pBb+Qmb ~Qr
i?`Qm;? HQM; im#2b- S?vbB+b Q7 6HmB/b 8 UNV URNekV RyjjĜ
RyjeX
(k9) EX _BiQb- JX EX "Q`;- .X X GQ+F2`#v- .X _X 1K2`bQM-
CX JX _22b2- >v#`B/ KQH2+mH`@+QMiBMmmK bBKmHiBQMb
Q7 ri2` ~Qr i?`Qm;? +`#QM MMQim#2 K2K#`M2b Q7
`2HBbiB+ i?B+FM2bb- JB+`Q~mB/B+b M/ LMQ~mB/B+b RN U8V
UkyR8V NNdĜRyRyX
(k8) JX EX "Q`;- CX JX _22b2- JmHiBb+H2 bBKmHiBQM Q7 2M@
?M+2/ ri2` ~Qr BM MMQim#2b- J_a "mHH2iBM 9k U9V
UkyRdV kN9ĜkNNX
(ke) JX EX "Q`;- .X X GQ+F2`#v- CX JX _22b2-  KmHiBb+H2
K2i?Q/ 7Q` KB+`QfMMQ ~Qrb Q7 ?B;? bT2+i `iBQ- CQm`@
MH Q7 *QKTmiiBQMH S?vbB+b kjj UkyRjV 9yyĜ9RjX
(kd) JX EX "Q`;- .X X GQ+F2`#v- CX JX _22b2-  ?v#`B/
KQH2+mH`@+QMiBMmmK K2i?Q/ 7Q` mMbi2/v +QKT`2bb@
B#H2 KmHiBb+H2 ~Qrb- CQm`MH Q7 6HmB/ J2+?MB+b de3
UkyR9V j33Ĝ9R9X
(k3) .X JX >QHHM/- .X X GQ+F2`#v- JX EX "Q`;-
qX .X LB+?QHHb- CX JX _22b2- JQH2+mH` /vMKB+b T`2@
bBKmHiBQMb 7Q` MMQ@b+H2 +QKTmiiBQMH ~mB/ /vMK@
B+b- JB+`Q~mB/B+b M/ LMQ~mB/B+b R3 UjV UkyR9V 9eRĜ
9d9X
(kN) >X :X S`F- uX CmM;- *`#QM MMQ~mB/B+b Q7 `TB/ ri2`
i`MbTQ`i 7Q` 2M2`;v TTHB+iBQMb- *?2KX aQ+X _2pX 9j
UkyR9V 8e8Ĝ8deX
(jy) GX w?M;- "X w?Q- *X CBM;- CX uM;- :X w?2M;- S`2T@
`iBQM M/ i`MbTQ`i T2`7Q`KM+2b Q7 ?B;?@/2MbBiv-
HB;M2/ +`#QM MMQim#2 K2K#`M2b- LMQb+H2 _2@
b2`+? G2ii2`b Ry UkyR8V keeX
(jR) .X JiiB- >X G22b2- EX SX G22- *`#QM MMQim#2 K2K@
#`M2b, 6`QK ~Qr 2M?M+2K2Mi iQ T2`K2#BHBiv- CQm`@
MH Q7 J2K#`M2 a+B2M+2 9d8 UkyR8V kee Ĝ kdkX
(jk) aX GQM;b?r- JX "Q`;- aX _KBb2iiB- CX w?M;-
.X GQ+F2`#v- .X 1K2`bQM- CX _22b2- K/7QKY, /@
pM+2/ KQH2+mH` /vMKB+b BM QT2M7QK- *QKTmi2`
S?vbB+b *QKKmMB+iBQMb kk9 UkyR3V R Ĝ kRX
(jj) CX GX 6X #b+H- *X o2;-  ;2M2`H Tm`TQb2 KQ/2H 7Q`
i?2 +QM/2Mb2/ T?b2b Q7 ri2`, hAS9Sfkyy8- CQm`MH
Q7 *?2KB+H S?vbB+b Rkj UkjV Ukyy8V kj98y8X
(j9) hX q2`/2`- CX >X qHi?2`- _X GX Cz2- hX >HB+BQ;Hm-
SX EQmKQmibFQb- PM i?2 ri2`Ɛ+`#QM BMi2`+iBQM 7Q`
mb2 BM KQH2+mH` /vMKB+b bBKmHiBQMb Q7 ;`T?Bi2 M/
Re
+`#QM MMQim#2b- h?2 CQm`MH Q7 S?vbB+H *?2KBbi`v
" Ryd UeV UkyyjV Rj98ĜRj8kX
(j8) EX _BiQb- LX .QM;`B- JX EX "Q`;- uX w?M;- CX JX
_22b2- .vMKB+b Q7 MMQb+H2 /`QTH2ib QM KQpBM; bm`@
7+2b- GM;KmB` kN UkjV UkyRjV eNjeĜeN9jX
(je) JX EX "Q`;- .X X GQ+F2`#v- CX JX _22b2- h?2 6.1
Kbb@bii,  i2+?MB[m2 7Q` BMb2`iBM; Q` /2H2iBM; T`iB@
+H2b BM KQH2+mH` /vMKB+b bBKmHiBQMb- h?2 CQm`MH Q7
*?2KB+H S?vbB+b R9y UkyR9V yd9RRyX
(jd) X H2tB/Bb- aX EbbBMQb- h?2 /2MbBiv Q7 ri2` BM +`@
#QM MMQim#2b- *?2KB+H 1M;BM22`BM; a+B2M+2 ej U3V
Ukyy3V ky9d Ĝ ky8eX
Rd
